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I. Introduction and Sum_ry
In accordance with contractual requirements, this monthly report contains
brief discussions on: overall progress, current problems, and an outline of work
for the next report period. In addition sections of discussion on the component
processes leading to turbine blade erosion are included. The main categories
covered are: (i) the example steam turbine description, (2) the condensation
process, (3) details of the example turbine fluid c_namics, and (_) material
removal processes. Because of incompleteness of analysis in some of these
areas, particularly condensation and primary atomization from stator vanes, no
overall connection of the model has been attempted. The technical discussions
are component parts reviews.
II. Progress
The literature survey and annotated bibliography on subjects related to
turbine blade erosion, WANL-PR(DD)-O0_, was issued.
A computer code to solve the nucleation and condensation equations for
steam was written. Results of calculations for an expansion in a converging-
diverging nozzles give reasonable agreement with others results and experience.
Progra_ of this solution into a turbine performance code has been carried out.
Promising runs through the first two stages of the Yankee turbine have been made,
but additional debugging remains. A discussion of the condensation work is
included in Section III.
An analysis of the bulk flew and boundary layer flow in the low pressure
end of the Yankee Atomic Plant turbine was carried out. This low pressure end
is the example turbine selected for qualitative checking of the steam erosion
1
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model. A description of the turbine with some of the more important fluid and
hardware parameters is given in Section II of this report.
The bulk flow analysis was carried out using a computer program. The major
assumption in the calculational procedure used is that of invisid, irrotational
flow. The boundary layer flow was calculated by the method of Trunkenbrodt* us-
ing a computer program. A major assumption here is that the boundary layer is
turbulent over the full width of the turbine blade.
Substantial effort was put into an analysis of the process of primary atomi-
zation from turbine stators. This is an area which has been ignored in the works
of both Gyarmathy_,_,_and Gardner*_*, the two most important analysis of the steam
turbine erosion process. Both authors assume that the size of drops impinging
upon turbine rotors and causing erosion damage are a result of a secondary
atomization process which breaks the drops formed by the primary atomization
process to finer sizes. Actually the appreciable wakes from the trailing edge
of the stators make it possible for at least some of the primary drops to impinge
upon the following rotor**_-_. A parametric examination of the interaction of
* Trunkenbrodt, E., A Method of Quadrature of Calculations of the Laminar and
Turbulent Boundary in Case of Plane and Rotationally Symmetrical Flow,
NACA-TM-1379, (May 1955).
_ Gyarmathy, G., Grundlagen Einer Theorie der Nassdampfturbine, Juris-Verlag,
Zurich, 1962.
_H_ Gardner, G. C., Events Leading to Erosion in the Steam Turbine, Proc. Inst.
Mech. Engrs (Gr. Brit.), Vol. 178, Part I; No. 23: pp. 593 to 623,
(1963 - 196_).
_._ Christie, D. G., Hayward, G. W., Observations of Events Leading to the
Formation of Water Droplets Which Cause Turbine Blade Erosion, Meeting of
the British Royal Society, London, May 27, 1965.
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a blade wake and primary drops shows that this can be predicted analytically. A
model of primary atomization has been formulated and the equations solved for
the limiting case of very low liquid flow. This work is covered in Section IV,
Turbine Fluid Dynamics.
The work on removal of material by liquid impact, data, empirical correla-
tions, and fundamental approaches have been analyzed in considerable depth with
inconclusive results for reasons explained in detail in Section V. While there
are analytical expressions which can be used to close the model, all must be
viewed with great reservation.
Work Planned for Next Period
I. Complete the component analysis of the turbine erosion processes in steam
turbines, particularly the turbine performance - condensation code analysis,
and primary atomization study.
2. Make a summation of the component processes of erosion on a numerical basis
(using ad hoc assumptions if required) and compare to Yankee Atomic Experi-
ence.
Examine the probable differences between steam and metal _por turbine
erosion.
Summarize and critically examine the results of this study in the process
of preparing a summary technical report.
e
_e
Current Problems
Current problems are:
I. "Bugs" in the computer program to calculate the condensation fog
particle numbers and sizes as a function of position in the turbine.
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2. General solution of the primary atomization model equations.
3. An analytical expression or expressions for material removal by liquid
impact.
The first two of these "problems" are amenable to a solution through effort.
In connection with the second "problem", it should be pointed out that solution
of the equations of the model proposed here will not be a final answer to ques-
tions of primary atomization. There is not sufficient experimental data to
check the result.
The third "problem" is quite fundamental. The expressions available must
be viewed with great reservation and until more and better experimental results
are available. We will examine the effect of several of these expressions in
the final summation of the steam model.
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II Turbine Description - (W. K. Fentress)
The turbine for the example calculations is the low-pressure turbine of a
tandem compound steam turbine. This turbine is used in the Yankee atomic power
plant.
r
b
i 60.8 psia Moisture 1,809,875 pph
i 1072.6 BTU/p f-Extractor 57.7 psia - 290°F2% moisture _ 116 .7 BTU/p
I 1% moisture
2,36_,250 pN / 1,602,2_ pph
525 psia - _70°F / 0.88 psia - 97.5°F
1202.3 BTU/p _ 15.2% moisture
0.25% moisture /
A-- Example Turbine
18OO rTm
The reasons for selecting this particular turbine are threefold: the blade
erosioa has been observed for an approximate period of 5 years, the exhaust
moisture content is high, and the expansion is entirely below the saturation
line. The latter feature is similar to that postulated for alkali metal space
power systems.
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Geometric and fluid dynamic data for design operation are given in Table
II-i as shown: the moisture content varies from 1% at turbine inlet to about
15% at exit, the static pressure varies from 59.2 to 0.88 psia, the specific
3
volume from 8.08 to 318.9 ft /ib, the maximum tip speed is 1238 fps, the axial
spacing varies from 0.5 in. at inlet to 1.9 in. at exit, and the trailing edge
thickness is in the order of 0.055 to 0.075 in. at the exhaust end. Figure II-i
shows the example low-pressure turbine with blading cross sections for the 9th
stator and rotor,
The turbine was placed in operation November 1960 a_d has operated ever
since except for shutdowns in 1962 and 1964 for refueling the reactor.
At the time of the 1962 shutdown, after 18 months of operation, there was
evidence of erosion on the leading edge of the rotor blades in the last blade
row. While the intensity of the erosion varied throughout the row, the erosion
position was roughly the same, extending an approximate distance of 2 in. from
the tip of the blade with maximum intensity approximately 3/4 in. from the tip.
The depth of erosion varied from a maximum of 1/8 to 3/16 in. (about 8 blades)
to a minimum of no more than a roughening of the inlet edge. Figure 11-2 shows
one of the worst of the blades of the 196 blades in this row, 15 Stellite shields
were replaced, but none of the blades were replaced. Erosion in the 7th and 8th
row was slight (no replacement of shields), nil in the first six blade rows, and
nil in the stator blade rows. This condition was roughly the same in both ends
of the double flow turbine.
Observations at the time of the 1964 shutdown were roughly the same, with
slight exception. The 7th row erosion had slightly progressed while the 8th
stage erosion was, as before, practically nil. There is no satisfactory ex-
planation for this anomaly. Again, the last stage erosion was roughly as before.
I
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Row No. 9th rotor 9th stator 8th rotor 8th stator
Effective blade height - ins. _O.00
Effective mean diameter - ins. 117.50
Average gauging .600
Exit flow angle - deg. 37.0
Static _essure - peia .88
Moisture content .152
Temperature - deg. F. 97.5
Specific volume - cfpp 318.9
_et velocity - fps 1133.
Mean wheel speed - fpe** 922.8
Tip wheel speed - fps_* 123,7.0
Inlet flow angle to next row - dog. 90.0
Inlet velocity to next row - deg. 690.
Blade Reynolds No. x 10-5 1.5
Steam flow - p_ x 10-3 801.1
Centrifugal force, G's - mean diameter 5A00.
- tip diameter 7220.
Axial space-stator exit to rotor inlet - ins. 1.9
Trailing edge thicMness - ins. .066
Blading material
Stelllte shielde
37._4 27.23 24.A6
118.40 LlO.6_ 109.61
._i ._33 .3AI
25.0 25.6 20.0
I. 515 2.313 3 .ALl
.I_o .130 .12o
115.9 131.5 1_6.5
196.5 131.9 92.6
1057. 1016. 1026.
929.9 869.0 859.3
122_. 0 1082. 8 10.51.A
86.27 83.92 73.32
456. 653. 378.
5.9 2.2 7.9
801.1 801.1 801.1
1.7
.07? .065 .063
12% C_rc_i_ Steel t_Lrou_out
yes yes
* _, values are for exit of blade row.
** Stator blade "w_eel speed" is the wheel speed equivalent to a rotor of the same diameter.
YANKEE TURBINE PARAMETERS BASED ON MEAN DIAMETER CALCUI_
Row by Row Mean Diameter Data*
7th rotor 7th stator 6th rotor 6th stator 5th rotor 5th stator _th rotor
21.01 19._7 15.07 _.0_ 12.77 n.81 10.57
106.01 I(M_.78 100.13 98.54 96.77 95.25 93.50
.3&l .279 .330 .291 .270 .266 .3o0
20.0 16.2 19.2 16.9 15.7 15.A 17.5
5.072 6.573 8.7&5 10.695 13.331 16.367 19.386
.108 .i00 .0911 .08_6 .0768 .o693 .0630
162.8 17&.1 187.0 196. & 207.1 217.5 226.3
6A.7 51.19 39.59 33.03 27.11 22.56 19.39
857.0 905.7 779.8 811.5 800.0 74d_.2 727.3
832.6 823.0 786.A 773.9 760.0 7A8.1 73A. &
997.6 975.9 90&. 8 88&. 2 86o .3 a_o. 8 817.9
95.3_ 79 •52 97.7A 89.62 _7.36 98.72 100.5
297. 266. 265. 2_2. 222. 2O3. 224.
3._ 8.2 5-7 6.1 7.6 6._ 5.3
801.1 801.1 801.1 801.1 801.1 801.1 90&. 9
I.I .6 .'5
.060 .055 .0_5 .015 .OA5 .015
yes yes yes yes
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Ath stator 3rd rotor 3rd stator 2rid rotor 2_d stator ist rotor ist stator
9.98 9.15 8•_,7 7.&2 6.8& 6.&9 6.30
92.51 91.35 90.27 89.28 88.6b, 88.35 88.10
.286 .278 .27& .277 .268 .2_ .231
16•6 16.1 15.9 16•1 15.5 ]A._ 13._
22.7A8 26. A73 30.521 3&. 852 39•679 _5.3&5 51.931
• 0560 .0500 .0/,,40 .0380 • 0310 .0240 .0170
23&.9 243.2 251.3 259.0 266.8 27&.9 283.&
16.81 i&.68 12.93 11.50 10.25 9.11 8.08
709•7 700.6 686.5 692.7 699.0 705.& 689.1
726.6 717• 5 709.0 701.2 696.2 693.9 692.0
8C5.0 789.3 775.5 759.5 7&9.9 7_/+.9 7Al.A
103. i 103. I lOA. 8 i00.9_ 97.2 93.7 97.8
210. 2CQ. 196. 198. 192. 18o. 165.
6.3 5•2 11.6 8.& 8.2 9.5 14.7
90&.9 90&.9 90&.9 90&.9 90&.9 90&.9 90&.9
&0So.
•5 .5
•0125 •037 .010 .038 .010 .033
.5
•010
nO nO BO
Izds%
7.55
89.35
59.2
.01_
292•0
_.0
90&.9
Table II-I
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III Condensation - (R. E. Kothmann)
Nozzle Condensation
The goal of the condensation study is to determine the size and number dis-
tribution of condensate droplets formed in a turbine as a function of axial
position. This information is required as a starting point for predicting the
distribution of moisture in its various forms in the turbine.
A large number of experimental and theoretical condensation studies have
been reported and excellent reviews are given by Stever (I) and by Courtney _2J.'_
Condensation theory has been applied to condensing flow in nozzles by
Oswatitish (3), Glassman (A) and others (5)(6). The present analysis follows the
same general method of solution which was first described by Oswatistish (3) but
using improvements introduced by Gyarmathy (6) and others. The basic method is
to describe the condensing flow by the one dimensional energy, momentum and con-
tinuity equations including the effects of condensation. The condensation pro-
cess is described by the rate of formation of droplets and their rate of growth.
The rate c_ formation of condensation nuclei in a supersaturated vapor is pre-
dicted by nucleation theory. Thermodynamic and heat transfer principles are
then applied to predict rate of growth.
Nucleation & Growth
The concept of a critical drop size which is in thermodynamic equilibrium
with a supersaturated vapor is fundamental to all nucleation theory. This
critical radius is given by the
2
crit _L R T __
V
(eq. i)*
* Nomenclature on page 111-16; _eferences page 111-20.
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__. --In (p/ps) (eq. 2)
Helmholtz equation (eq. i). The equilibrium defined by this relation is meta-
stable; smaller drops tend to evaporate, larger ones tend to grow by condensa-
tion. Where a vapor becomes supersaturated, to obtain the lowest energy state
the vapor should condense, but condensation must start with the formation of
small drops which are unstable. As supersaturation is increased the critical
size decreases and the likelihood of survival increases until at a certain super-
saturation, appreciable condensation into a fog of droplets occurs.
Nucleation theory is concerned with predicting the net rate at which nuclei
reach critical size. According to the classical theory attributed to Frenkel (7) ,
the steady state rate of formation of condensation nuclei per unit volume within
the bulk of a _,_re __upersat,,._atedvapor
No/
PT (RTv)2
is given by equation 3.
(eq. 3)
Although many modifications of the classical theory have been derived to
account more precisely for additional effects such as variation of surface ten-
sion with radius, the above equation is usually chosen to describe the nuclea-
tion rate. A time delay may be involved before the nucleation reaches its
steady rate (8) . If the time constant were as large as I0 _sec, the location
of the condensation point in the turbine would oal_ be shifted several hundredths
of an inch downstream. Thus it is reasonable to neglect the transient nuclea-
II
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tion effects. One of the most questioned limitations of nucleation theory
involves surface tension. In some instances the critical nuclei contain only
a few tens of molecules and it is difficult to visualize such a cluster as being
a spherical droplet having surface tension corresponding to that of a flat sur-
face. Head (9) and Tolman (I0) developed a correction for surface tension of a
curved surface of the form
0" = (_-_ (eq. _)
l+2gl 
where _ is a length lying between 0.25 and 0.6 of the molecular radius in the
liquid state. There is still disagreement as to the radial dependence of surface
tension and its effect on nucleation rate (1). The present calculations have
included the variation of surface tension with temperature only.
Until the nuclei reach the critical siz% they are considered to belong to
the vapor phase. The rate of increase in the number of drops per pound of mix-
ture is J Vm, and the rate of formation per pound per unit length in the axial
direction is given by _ Vm/U a. Each drop has a weight given by
_)L 3 (eq. 5)_A_
= rcritWr 3
The change of moisture fraction with respect to axial length due to the forma-
tion of new nuclei is then given by
dyN w J v
_ r m
dz u
a
(eq.6)
Once the nuclei are forme_ their growth rate is primarily governed by the
rate at which the latent heat can be transferred from the drops to the surround-
12
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ing vapor. The mode of heat transfer from the drop to the vapor may differ de-
pending on existing conditions. The mean free path in the vapor is considerably
larger than the critical sized nuclei so that during the early growth of drops
heat transfer is by free molecular processes. As size increases the process
passes through the transition region and at large sizes normal gaseous conduc-
tion or convection occurs. Gyarmathy (6) used the following expression for the
heat transfer coefficient which is approximately valid for free molecular, tran-
sition, and continuim flow conditions.
hc = 2.38U v (eq. 7)
rL +
_gRT
V
An energy balance between heat transferred and heat released by condensa-
tion gives the change of radius as
drL hc (Tr - _)
- (eq. 8)
dt PL hfg
The rate of change with axial position is obtained by dividing by the axial
velocity, thus
drL hc (Tr - _)
dz _Lhfg ua
(eq. 9)
The droplet temperature Trmust be s_ewhat lower than the saturation tem-
perature corresponding to the local pressure due to the effect of surface ten-
sion. At the critical size the temperature is equal to the vapor temperature.
The subcooling due to the surface tension effect is termed "capillary super-
13
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cooling" by Gyarmathy and is equal to the product of the supercooling and the
ratio of the critical radius to the droplet radius. Thus the maximum temperature
difference between the drop and the vapor is a function of radius, namely
r
Tr - Tv = (T s - Tr) (1 crit ) (eq. 10)
r
Equation (eq. 9) along with (eq. 7) and (eq. I0) define the rate of change of
drop radius with axial position.
If the number of drops formed during the increment _ is Ni and their
radius is ri,then the rate of increase of moisture fraction due to growth of
this group of drops is
2 dri
dYi - _L __ri Ni
dz dz
(eq. ii)
Then the total rate of increase of moisture fraction due to formation of new
nuclei and growth of existing nuclei is given by
dy =_dYN + V dyi (eq. 12)
dz dz _ dz
all
groups
Flow & State Equations
It is assumed that the flow of vapor through turbine nozzles and blades
can be adequately described by applying the one dimensional form of the energy,
momentum and continuity equations. It is assumed that the flow is adiabatic
and radial variations are neglected. The calculations thus apply to the mean
stream tube. Following Gyarmathy (6) it is assumed that friction loss is propor-
tional to the isentropic static enthalpy drop. The momentum equation for a
stream tube can be written
IL
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.___Ic dc = d...__vm Fg d-q- -vm dz (eq. 13)
where c is the Jet velocity and F is the friction force per pound of the flow-
ing mixture. The work per pound against friction is Fdz which is taken to be
- (i - _) dhs where dhs is the isentropic emthalpy change. Using dhs =
vm dp, the momentum equation becomes
c dc = (eq. iA)
The total energy equation relative to a coordinate system fixed on the blade is
i Ic +x_+yh L =o (eq. 15)dz 2g J
The continuity equation is expressed by
1 dc 1 dA 1 d va
+ ....... 0 (eq. 16)
c dz A dz vm dz
The ideal gas law is used for the equation of state for the vapor,
p vv = R Tv (eq. 17)
and the specific volume of the mixture is
vm = x W + y VL ='_x W (eq. 18)
where the volume occupied by the I/quld is assumed to be negligible.
thalpy change of the liquid and vapor is described by
The on-
15
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dh dT
V V
- Cpv (eq. 19)dz dz
d hL d TL
- C (eq. 20)
dz PL dz
The variation of surface tension with temperature is accounted for with the
empirical relation
I TL .l._7
The Clasius-Clapeyron relation is used to describe the variation of saturation
pressure as a function of temperature in the form
I J hfg
InPs =a
RT
V
where a'is an empirical constant for a particular substance. The Clasius-
Clapeyron relation also permits the supercooling_T to be expressed in terms of
the supersaturation
_T = Ts - Tv =
J hfg _
R Tv
Description of Turbine Geometry
The blade passages are curved so that the flow continually changes direc-
tion as it proceeds through the turbine. The axial component of the velocity,
Ua, is related to the Jet velocity c by
16
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= C sin (eq. 22)
where_ is the local blading angle measured as shown below. The Jet velocity
is taken as the velocity relative to the blade and the equations hold for both
statorandrotorwhen radial flowand Coriolie forces are neglected.
Stator - L
I angle with axial position as
,I cot_ = cot_i + (cot _o- cot_i)_
I , A oo A_co A,dz
The blade shape is assumed to be parabolic which gives the variation in blade
(eq. 23)
Ceq. 2_)
17
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The cross sectional flow area normal to the axis is described by
(D22 2 tbAa - & -D 1 ) (I -) (eq. 25)tbs
which is the area of an annulus having inmer and outer diameters D1 and D2 and
the fraction tb/tbs being taken up by the blade. The diameters D1 and D2 are
taken to vary linearly with axial position and the blade thickness is assumed
to vary as a parabola.
D1 = Dli + (Dlo - Dli _ (eq. 26) J
D2 = D2i + (D2o - D2i)_- (eq. 27)
2
tb:tbo ( lI I
where z is the axial coordinate measured from the leading edge of the blade and
L is the axial dimension of the blade. I
Using the relation A = Aa sin _, the continuity, energy, momentum and
state equations can be in the following form for stepwise integration
h dA
[ fg 1 1 dv 1 a .f_ d_
i d Ua = cot_ d_ _ g vm _p _ (eq. 30)
ua dz dz c2 dz
!
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dT
1 v
Tv dz
[__Ixdz__ 1 ddp_+ 1 dA a+ dz Aa dz
1 dUa
--+
ua dz
(eq. 31)
Thus at any axial position nucleation and growth theory permit one to cal-
culate _ using the formula (eq. 12).
1 d Aa d_
-- • (e_. 25) and--(eq. _).
Aa dz dz
The turbine gecmetry description gives
Then equations (eq. 29), (eq. 30),
(eq. 9) and (eq. 12) are solved numerically by a stepwlse integration process
to give pressure, velocity, temperature, radii and moisture fraction.
Results for Convergent_Divergent Nozzle
The results of a calculation in which superheated steam is expanded in a
convergent-divergent nozzle are shown in Figures III-l, III-2, III-3 and III-A.
The condensation does not occur until the divergent section is reached so only
the divergent portion is shown. The nozzle had a conical shape with a length of
0.205 ft and an area ratio of 1.5. Superheated steam with stagnation temperature
280°F and stagnation pressure of 22 psiawas assumed at entrance to the con-
vergent section of the nozzle. The area ratio, temperature and pressure vari-
ations with length are shown in Figure III-l. The variation of nucleation rate
I is shown in Figure III-2. The maximum value of the nucleation rate was 1.8 x 1021
nuclei/ft3/ sec. The range of experimental values c_npared by Glassman (_) varied
from i_ 8 to 1024. The Wilson point corresponds to the peak of the nucleation
rate curve. The equilibrium moisture and calculated moisture fraction are shown
in Figure III-3. It can be seen that the Wilson point occurs at 2.8% theoret-
ical moisture. The expansion rate for the nozzle which Gyarmathy describes by
19
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F'= 1
p dt
was approximately l_/sec. According to Gyarmathy the Wilson point occurs at
about 3% moisture for _ = 104. Thus the results are in good quantitative agree-
ment with other authors' calculations. The total number of droplets per pound
of mixture formed during the condensation process was 1.89 x 1017 drops. At the
end of the nozzle the mean diameter of these drops was i.i x 10-7 ft. The size
variation of the eight groups of drops is shown in Figure 111-4. The number of
drops in each group is shown in Table I along with the radius and moisture frac-
tion at the nozzle exit.
2O
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J
Group _tlus, i_
NUmber/ib
1 I.9 x 10-7
1.02 x 1012
2 1.73
1.44 x 1013
3 1.66
1.3 x 1014
4 1.53
8.36 x 1014
5 1.40
4.II x 1015
6 1.25
1.62 x 1016
7 I.Io
5.15 x 1016
8 0.93
1.16 x 1017
Moisture
fraction
0.ooooo2
o.oooo2
O. OOO15
0.00077
O.OO289
O. O0822
O.01750
O.02421
Table I. The distribution of nUmber and
Size of drop at the exit of the nozzle and the
moisture fraetlon associated with each Size.
21
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1.5
1.4
1.3
1.2
1.1
1.0
.9
I I I I I i I I
A/A rain
.8 T/T ° --
.7
.6
.5
.4
.3
.2
.1
P/Po
0
f
0 I I I I I I I I I
0.1
DISTANCE FROM NOZZLE THROAT (FT)
I
0.2
610853-13B
Figure III-I Condensation Parameters
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0 .1 .2
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Figure 111-2 Nucleation Rate
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Figure 111-3 Moisture Fraction
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@
llI Nomenclature
Symbol
A
A
&
I
a
Definition
Cross sectional area normal to flow
Cross sectional area normal to turbine
axis
Empirical constant
Unit s
2
ft
ft 2
C
Cp
V
C
PL
DI, Dli, DIo
D2' D2i' D2o
Jet velocity relative to blade
Specific heat of vapor at constant
pressure
Specific heat of condensate at constant
pressure
Inaer diameter of turbine blade
passage, inner diameter at blade
row inlet, at blade row exit
Outer diameter of turbine blade
passage, outer diameter at blade
row inlet, at blade row exit
f_/sec
Btu/ib°R
Btu/Ib °R
ft
ft
g
h
C
h
fg
hL
h
V
Friction force per unit volume
Gravitational constant
Heat transfer coefficient
Latent heat of vaporization
Specific enthalpy of condensate
Specific enthalpy of vapor
ib/ft 3
2
32.2 ft/sec
2
Btu/sec ft °R
Btu/ib
Btu/ib
Btu/ib
i Subscript denoting group of drops
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Symbol
J
J
Definition
Heat equivalent
Nucleation rate
Units
778 tt-lb/Btu
nuclei/sec ft 3
k
V
Thermal conductivity of vapor Btu/sec ft°R
L
N
O
Ni
P
Ps
Axial length of blade row
Molecules per pound
Number of drops per pound in group i
Static pressure
Saturation pressure at actual
vapor temperature
ft
-i
ib
-i
ib
lb/ 2
R
r
ri
rcrit
Specific gas constant
Drop radius
Radius of condensate drop Of group i
Critical droplet radius
ft-lb/ib°R
ft
ft
1%
tb
%o
tbm
t
bs
TL
Blade thickaess in peripheral direction
Minimum blade thickness
Maximum blade thickness
Blade spacing in peripheral direction
Condensate temperature
Critical point temperature
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Symbol
T
V
T
S
AT
Definition
Vapor temperature
Saturation temperature at the actual
vapor pressure
Supercooling
Unit s
OR
oR
oR
U
a
v
v
w
r
Axial velocity component
Specific volume of mixture
Specific volume of vapor
Weight of critical size drop
ft/sec
ft3/ib
3
ft /ib
ib
X Vapor quality
Y
Yi
Total moisture fraction
Moisture fraction of condensate
belonging to group i
Moisture fraction associated with
formation of critical size arops
Axial coordinate, along turbine axis ft
A
Blade angle
Blade angle at inlet to row
Blade angle at exit from row
radians
radians
radians
A Logrithmic supersaturation
2_
Symbol Definition
Kinematic viscosity
Density of condensate
Surface tension of condensate
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Unit s
2
ft /sec
lb/ft
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IV-A. Introduction
This section deals with the vapor and particle flow in the turbine after
the condensate particles have grown to substantial size (for condensate particles).
The fluid behavior in the 9th stage and to a lesser extent the 8th stage of the
9th stage Yankee turbine low pressure end is discussed. The sub_-sections, aside
from this Introduction are:
IV-B - Vapor Flow Paths
IV-C - Collection of Moisture on Blade Surfaces
IV-D - Movement of Moisture on Blade Surfaces
IV-E - Primary Atomization from Starers
IV-F - Drop Trajectories and Secondary Atomization (Downstream of Stators)
Many of these sub-sections have appended material. These appendices are
inserted directly to the rear of the sub-section from which they derive.
Sub-section IV-B describes, numerically, the bulk flow as a function of
radial position at inlet and exit of each of the rows of the 8th and 9th stages
of the turbine. The local wake and boundary layer flow aft of the 9th stage
stator is described, numerically, for a position 3/6 of the way towards the
tip of the blade from the hub. Similar but earlier values for the stator wake
were used in the trajectory calculations of sub-section IV-F. While in a tech-
nical sense the wake from the 9th stage stator is of large size and persists to
the plane of the rotor, the wake velocity deficit is small beyond I" downstream
of the stator in the direction of flow.
Sub-section IV-C discusses the collection of the condensate fog particles
on the nose section of blade surfaces from the standpoint of a "continum flow"
analysis such as done by Lamgmuir and Bledgett for rain drops on air foils and
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a "slip flow" analysis of Oyarmathy. Collection on the concave surface of the
blades is examined by the method of Gyarmathy. Since an estimate of the fog par-
ticle size and dispersion is not yet available for this turbine, no definite
values for collection can be assigned.
Sub-section IV-D uses the viscous terms of the Navier-Stokes equations to
calculate liquid film thickness and velocity as a function of assumed liquid
flow rate.
Two possible modes of primary atomization from a pendant drop are discussed
in sub-section IV-E. These are a "squirt gun" model and "tip shearing" model.
The basis of the "squirt gun" model and reasons for preference over the "tip
shearing" model are discussed. Application of the "squirt gun" model to pendant
drop atomization is described. The equations of the model, as applied, are
solved for the case of very low flow into the pendant drop. Such a solution
gives a lower limit on the drop sizes from primary atomization from the 9th
stage stator of the Yankee Turbine, but unfortunately does not describe the bulk
of the drops formed by primary atomization.
In sub-section IV-F the wake characteristics (position and velocity) down-
stream of the 9th stage stator are used to examine the trajectory and possible
secondary atomization of the drops torn from this stator. The examination is
done parametrically both with respect to position and size of primary drop release.
The results of the parametric analysis is then sunned up as a dispersion of normal
impact velocities for the spread in maximum possible diameter of impacting drops.
One of the more interesting results of this analysis is that, contrary to pre-
vious results by Oyarmathy and C_rdner, drops of as high as 350 microns in
diameter may impinge upon the following rotor.
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IV-B. Vapor Flow Paths- (W. K. Fentress)
The flow in the example turbine is described from the standpoint of the
axisym_etric flow downstream of the blade rows, the boundary layer on the surface
of the blades, and the wakes downstream of the blade rows.
i. Axisymmetric Flow Downstream of the Blade Rows
The row by row fluid properties are calculated by a computer program that
has been used for a number of years by the Westinghouse Steam Division. Inputs
to this code are turbine geometry (diameter, blade heights, and blade angles) and
turbine duty (flow, rpm, inlet pressure and temperature and outlet pressure).
Calculations are made by using continuity, energy, momentum, and thermodynamic
relations. Simple radial equilibrium and constant specific heat ratio (_) gas
properties are assumed. Actually, the program provides for full equilibrium
(effect of the meridional stream tube curvature)using steam properties, but, by
the option of simple radial equilibrium and constant gas properties, the program
is applicable to other working fluids s_ch as liquid metals with a higher de-
gree of flexibility. It can be shown that these ass_m:ptions have little effect
on the accuracy of _e results.
Outputs from the program are row by row fluid conditions (pressure, tempera-
ture, velocity) with respect to blade height. Row by row properties for the
mean diameter section are shown in Table II-i of Section II. Row by row data
with respect to blade height are shown by Table IV-B-I for the 8th and 9th stage
blade rows.
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Table IV-B-I
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2. Boundary Layer on the Surface of the Blades
Boundary layer calculations are performed by a computer code based on the
method of Truckenbrodt. This program is briefly described by the outline in
Appendix IV-B. The main equation, as shown, is adapted from the original
Truckenbrodt equation for the case of turbulent flow along the entire length of
the blade. Due to this assumption, the laminar flow term does not appear in
the equation. Though it is disputable to ignore the laminar flow at the leading
edge of the blade, this does not appear to have an appreciable effect on the
calculation. Further, it is implied that laminar flow does not occur in the
actual turbine due to the turbulence and unsteady flow at the inlet of the blade
row, contrary to the situation in the turbine cascade where there is undisturbed
flow to the blades (Preston - 1958).
Calculated values are shown in Table IV-B-2 for the boundary layer thickness
and form factor at the trailing edge of the 8th rotor and 9th stator blade rows
at the 3/_ blade height position. The boundary layer thickness is found to be
roughly _0% higher in the case of the rotor blade due in large part to the lower
blade Reynolds number (249,000 versus 610,0OO). Values also are shown for the
Reynolds number based on momentum thickness, the skin friction coefficient, and
the shearing stress. These quantities are local blade surface values for the
trailing edge position and are based on conventional turbulent boundary layer
relations.
_. Blade Wake Calculation
The downstream wakes are calculated from the boundary layer properties at
the trailing edge of the blades by methods as in NACA-TN 3771 (Lieblein and
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_ondebush - 1956). By these procedures the downstream properties of turbulent,
low-speed wakes are specified by theoretical and empirical relations. While
the experimental data is largely for isolated airfoils, these is reasonable agree-
ment with limited cascade data.
The calculation procedure and detailed results for the 8th rotor and 9th
stator blade at the 3/A blade height position are given in Appendix IV-B. As
shown, calculations are made on each slice of the wake from the suction and
pressure side of the blade. The change in form factor (H) with downstream distance
is defined by an empirical expression based on isolated airfoil and cascade data
due in large part to Spence - 1952. The momentum thickness of the wake (_ =
momentum thickness/throat opening) and direction of flow (O() with respect to
downstream distance is specified by ana_rtical expressions based on continuity,
energy, and momentum expressions, incompressible flow, and boundary conditions
at the trailing edge of the blade. These expressions can be programmed for the
computer, but, in this calculation, values of _ and O( were extrapolated from
curves in the reference report. This approximation is Justified by the small
increase in _ and _ with downstream distance (roughly 2% and 0.2 degree).
The approximate 2% decrease in mainstream velocity (V(x)) with downstream
distance is due to the mixing of the wake. The downstream value x/l --_P0.i0
is estimated from the trailing edge displacement thickness as:
Where _-and _/s are the solidity and gauging. V (x) for x/l between
0.0 and 0.10 is determined by approximation. As shown, the wake properties
(H, _, Q) quickly change downstream of the trailing edge--whereby there is little
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change beyond 0.I to 0.2 x/l. Note also that while the wake thickness (_)
continues to increase beyond 0.i to 0.2 x/l, the velocity within the wake
(V(y)) is nearly the same as _hat of the full stream since:
__I
V(y) = g(x where n _ i.
Thus the downstream flow is roughly axisymm_tric from about 20% of the chord
length distance downstream of the blade.
While the incompressible flow assumption was not investigated, it is improb-
able that it has an important effect in well ordered turbines with thin boundary
layers and hence only a small percentage increase in momentum thickness downstream
of the blade is expected.
Of possible greater importance is the effect of the wheel speed on the wake
velocity profile, turbulence, and mixing of wake downstream of the rotor blade.
Due to the trigonometric effect of the wheel speed on the boundary layer profile,
the velocity profile downstream of the blade (in the absolute frame of reference)
is not colllnear and is by no means the same as on the blade surface. The cal-
culation ignores this effect in using the blade surface value of form factor (H)
for the trailing edge wake. It is probable that the non-collinearity promotes
turbulence, mixing of wake, and affects the transport and size of the droplets.
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IV-B. Appendix. Brief Description of Computer Program to Calculate the Boundary
Layer Thickness at Exit of Blade
Re
Be
Input to code:
(1)
(2)
length.
Calculational method:
(1) Based on method of Truckenbrodt.
Blade surface velocity distribution--by other computer program
Blade Reynolds number (Rel) based on exit fluid properties and chord
The main equation:
Ic#l,c , n''_O/l)..Zl_,: l : - d (#I
o Vexit
C.
De
Where @/i is the momentum thickness per unit chord length, n = 6, x/l
the referred distance from the inlet edge of the blade, and
-l/5
Cf = O. O'TA Re I
(2) Additional equations for calculation of boundary layer shape factor (H)
and momentum mixing loss downstream of blade row.
(3) Assumption: turbulent boundary layer on entire chord length of blade.
Output of program:
(I) @/i at blade exit - pressure and suction surface.
(2) H at blade exit - beth sides of blade
(3) Blade energy coefficient - including downstream momentum mixing loss.
Calculated values for example turbine are given in Table IV-B-2.
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Outline of Blade Wake Calculation*
A. Given:
Be
(i) Boundary layer at blade trailing edge:
(@, H) , (@, H)
pressure suction
(2) Blade exit angle _ and solidity, _-.
t.e.
Calculational method:
Calculations are performed on each slice of the wake from the suction and
pressure side of the blade. The general procedure is as below:
(I) Define H as a function of (x/l) by empirical expression:
(X/I+0.0250.O25 )1/2
H =
x/l x/l+ 0.02, )i/2 ( Ht.e_ _ i. 1
.iO.025 Ht
where x/l is the referred downstream distance based on the chord length of
the blade.
( @)_ x/l sin 0-(2) _x/l = -V- _Q_'x/l _9/ throat opening. Where _is the
(3)
flow angle with respect to the tangential direction.
The wake properties downstream of the blade are specified by:
F1 (_x/I' Hx/I ) = 0
F2 (0(, _x/I, HX/I)= o
* Based on procedures as by Lieblein and Rondebush, NACA-TN 3771.
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These expressions are based on continuity, energy and momentum relations and
are solved by numerical procedures. Incompressible flow is assumed. Values
of _, H, and _ at the trailing edge of the blade are given.
(6) The detailed procedure is illustrated by the following calculations
for the 8th rotor blade and the 9th stator blade. Note that the boundary
layer properties at the trailing edge of the blade are from the proceeding
boundary layer calculations. See Figures IW-B-I and IV-B-2.
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x/1
Press. side
(t.e.)
•05
•i0
•50
•979 (Stator
Inlet )
Suct. side
o (t.e.)
.05
•i0
.50
•979 (Stator
Inlet )
H
Item I
Expre s 'n
I.$I
1•20
1•15
1.068
1.045
1.55
1.26
1.19
1.083
1.06
Item 2
Expres 'n
.01017
.01028
.01028
.01028
.01028
.033037
•033763
.O33763
•033763
.033763
O
F2
Expres'n
91. i
91.3
91.3
91.3
91.3
91.1
91.3
91.3
91.3
91.3
@-in.
i_sin (X
0-
.008&75
.008556
.00_556
.008556
.008556
.02752
.02812
.02812
.02812
.02812
n
2
H-I
&.88
i0.
13.31
29 .&O
3.6&
7.70
10.50
2&. i0
33.33
!_(l+n)(2+n)
n
.0703_
.1129
.1412
.2781
.&064
.1976
.3079
•3852
.76&9
1.021
v(x)
fps
&56
&51
&4&
&56
ASl
4_4
m_
v(y)
fps
A
V
x
t_
Jl
t_
9 = .oo3717" \ I / @ = .oo8&75,,
_ I I/ @ = .02752"
@-- .012068"ii II/
-T- 0 = .833 _1 "-l_-.t.e. = 91.1 ° y
S =L__I.9&9,, _ __I
axial dist. = 3"
j
Figure IV-B-I Results of Blade Wake Calculation for
8th Rotor Blade at 3/4 Height Position
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.Press. side
o (t.e.)
.05
.I
.2
.358 (Rotor
Inlet)
.Suct. side
o (t.e.)
0.5
.i
.2
•358 (Rotor
ZnZet)
H
l.&l
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O
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25.2
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25.1
25.1
25.1
25.1
@-in. n _-in.
_isinO( 2 @(l+n)(2-Pn)
G"- H-I n
.0O9196 &.88 .0763 955
.00927 9.90 .1212 9&8
.00927 13.35 .153 935
.00927 18.70 .202 935
.00927 25.0 .260 935
I
.03003 3.92 .223 955
.030& 8.3& .352 9&8
.030& ll.30 .&40 935
.030& 15.80 .575 935
.030/+ 21.10 .735 935
v(x) v(y)
fps fps
II
h
t
S = 5.817"
Figure IV-B-2 Results of Blade Wake Calculation for
9th Stator Blade at 3/_ Height Position
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IV-C. Deposition of Moisture on the Surface of Blades - (W. K. Fentress)
The deposition of moisture is considered from the standpoint of:
(I) the deposition on the inlet edge (nose) of the blades
(2) the deposition on the concave face of the blades
Calculations that have thus far been made, consider the deposition of droplets
by inertial impaction which is governed by the laws of motion. While deposition
by diffusion of particles is regarded as a possible factor, inertial impaction
is felt to warrant first consideration.
I. Deposition on the Inlet Edge of the Blades
The analysis considers the nose of the blade as a circular cylinder. Thus
the impingement of moisture particles on the nose of the blade is specified by
the path of particles acted upon by the potential flow about a circular cylinder.
The path and impingement of particles with respect to circular cylinders
on the basis of 2 dimensional trajectory calculations and suitable drag coeffi-
cients is specified by a number of reports such as Lan_nuir and Blodgett - 19_6
and Brun, Lewis, Perkins, and Serafini - 1955. NACA Report 1215 by Brun, Lewis,
st al was used. Here the data are shown by a non-dimensional plot in terms of
the conventional inertia parameter, a Reynolds number parameter, and the collec-
tion efficiency. (Collection efficiency is the ratio of the width of the free
stream capture stream tube, within which all particles strike the cylinder, to
the diameter of the cylinder.)
By these data the collection efficiency (E) and the portion of droplets
collected on the nose of the blade were calculated for the 9th stator blade
row, 3/A blade height position. The calculation results are shown by the NACA
curve, figures IV-C-I and IV-C-2 as a function of moisture drop size. According
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to this curve, there is no collection of moisture on the nose of the blade based
on an estimated 0._ _ drop size. By data from Gyarmathy's report, shown by the
Gyarmathy curve, there is a higher collection of moisture throughout the range
of drop size. For 0._ _ estlmated drop size, the collection efficiency and
portion of moisture collected are 0.i_ and .009. Langmuir and Blodgett data,
not shown by the curve, agree with the NACA curve to the accuracy of the plot.
It is logical that they should agree as the same drag coefficient data are used
in both reports. The difference between the Gyarmathy type and Langmuir and
Blodgett type results is primarily caused by a difference in the drag coeffi-
cients used. The Lan_nuir-Blodgett approach assumes a continum flow and has
been here extrapolated beyond the continum into the slip flow regime. The
Gyarmathy approach takes into account the slip flow nature of the drag. For
example, using Emmons* as a source of information on slip flow drag, the drag on
a 0._ micron diameter particle under these turbine conditions is only _5% of
the continum drag. The drag on the particles in the turbine flow will only
approach continum values at 30 microns or greater diameter.
2. Depositio_ of MoSsture on the Concave Face of the Blade
Oeneral_v, the analysis is being performed along the lines of approach in
Oyarmathy,s report, but with slight extension. The contour of the blade surface
is approximated by the equation of a parabola and the path of the particles is
estimated by equations based on the laws of motion. By these equations the
* Emnons, H. Ed, Fundamentals of Cas Dynamics, Section H, Princeton Univ. Press,
1958.
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collection of particles is calculated by closed form solution of the equations.
As this work has not been completed, the calculation shown by figure IV-C-3
is based on Gyarmathy's equations. By this curve, 1% of the moisture particles
are collected on the concave face of the 9th stator blade row for O.A
estimated particle size.
This procedure does not consider the possible impingement of particles on
the suction side of the blade due to secondary vortices at the tip of the blade.
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IV-D. Movement of Moisture on Blade Surfaces - (W. K. Fentress)
Generally, the thickness and velocity of the moisture film are based on the
balance of force between the viscous shear of the film, the force on the film by
the steam friction, and centrifugal force. This assumes that the collected mois-
ture forms a continuous film, governed by the laws of viscous flow.
It is further assumed that the moisture collects only on the concave side
of the blades and in the amount of 2% of the equilibrium moisture content of the
steam. This does not consider the collection of moisture on the suction side of
the blades due, for example, to secondary vortices in the region of the blade
extremeties. The assumed amount of collection is for approximate calculation
purposes pending inputs from other parts of the program.
As these are separate procedures for the stator and rotor blades, the cal-
culations are described by separate topics.
i. Rotor Blade Moisture Transport
The detailed procedure and calculation results are shown in Appendix IV-D
for the 8th stage rotor blade. The main equation, based on the Navier-Stokes
equations, relates the centrifugal force to the viscous shear of the film. This
assumes that the flow is in the radial direction and is only acted upon by the
centrifugal force. The error in this assumption is shown by calculating the
axial force on the film (due to steam friction) and the film velocity in this
direction. The axial velocity is 0.83 fps compared to 6.1 fps velocity in the
radial direction. This corresponds to a 7.8 ° angle of flow wlth respect to the
radial direction.
The calculation also assumes a parabolic velocity distribution with film
thickness and assumes that the film is uniformly distributed (constant thick-
5O
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ness) with respect to the width and height of the blade. The latter assumption
is for calculational purposes and should be improved upon when inputs are avail-
able from the condensation study on the amount and distribution of the moisture.
The effect of these assumptions is shown by the relations in Appendix IV-D. As
to the width of the film: the film thickness and mass average velocity at the
tip of the blade are inversely proportional to the 1/3 power and 2/3 power of
the film width respectively; thus the film thickness and mass average velocity
would be 1.26 and 1.59 times the calculated values, for full width, if the film
extended over half the width of the blade. As to radial distribution: with a
triangular distribution of film thickness along the height of the blade the
centrifugal force (F) would be roughly 0.58, the film thickness 1.2, and the
velocity 0.83 times the calculated values for constant radial thickness. And,
as to the moisture flow (__): the film thickness and velocity are directly pro-
portional to the 1/3 power and 2/3 power of the flow.
Note that the film velocity (u) is the mass average value at the tip of the
blade.
2. Stator Blade Moisture Transport
The detailed procedure and calculation results are shown in Appendix IV-D
for the 9th stage stator blade at the 3/A blade height position. The main equa-
tion, based on the viscosity expression, relates the viscous shear to the axial
force, due to the steam friction drag and the impingement of the moisture parti-
cles. It is assumed that there is a linear velocity distribution with film thick-
ness and that the flow per unit blade height (at the 3/A section) is the average
unit flow along the height of the blade. This assumption can be improved upon
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when there are data from other parts of the turbine erosion study. There is
no assumption as to the distribution of flow along the width of the blade.
Note that the axial force by the drag of the steam is specified by the wall
shearing stress of the boundary layer. The axial force due to the momentum of
the impinging drops is roughly 20% of the drag force imposed by the steam.
In view of the arbitrary flow assumption, it is interesting to note the
effect of this quantity on the film thickness and velocity. As shown, the thick-
ness is roughly proportional to the square root of the unit flow while the veloc-
ity is roughly unaffected.
Bear in mind that the velocity is the mass average value at the trailing
edge of the blade.
From limited data (Gardner - 1963, Baker - 195A, and Braner - 1956) it ap-
pears that there are ripples on the surface of the moisture film, based on the
film Reynolds number of 5.8. These ripples probably have an effect on the size
of the drops from the blades.
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IV-D. Appendix, Calculation of Rotor Blade - Liquid Film Flow
Assuming the flow is in the radial direction
only and disregarding the low order terms:
Navier-Stokes equations reduce to:
F:-_ _2u
y2
the Y
Z
Where the body force F is the centrifugal force.
Integration with boundary conditions as specified by a parabolic velocity
distribution gives:
2
FF _F;y=__u
2
The mas_ flow and velocity are specified by continuity as:
din= pL Z udy
u ----L--I _
I p,, _. __g_Combining (i) and (2) and integrating gives:
I ° -
I Substituting for the centrifugal force:
W F = _OL(_ r
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gives the final expression for _ at the tip of the blade:
The mass average velocity at the tip of the blade:
O)
This assumes that the flow is uniformly distributed over the surface of the blade.
i. Calculation of Moisture Flow Along 8th Rotor Blade
Assume: 2_ of the moisture in steam collects
on the blades - concave side only.
The flow of moisture per blade: X
801 _112 i I
- x _ x .llA x .02 x
L 3,600 202 32.17
-5
= 7.82 x I0 p-s/f
Liquid properties :
_L = 1.0/* x 10-5 p-s/f 2
_L = 1.935 p-s2/f/*
Substituting in equations (3) and (/*)gives:
5/+
/
Y
_= 3.25"
= .27'
202 Blades
_J 1800 x 2_ 188.5 rac
= 60 =
r = 55.3'
= A.6
I
/s.
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and
u= _ _ r =6.1 fps
The film Reynolds number is found to be:
e_ = = 27.8R ¢I.L
Calculation of Stator Blade Liquid Film Flow
The viscous shear in the liquid film is
given by:
L
_Y
_Y
Z
Y
w
assuming a linear velocity distribution:
g
_ mWhere and u are the film thickness
and mass average velocity.
The flow of liquid, is:
U --
PL z
by continuity, and:
(I)
(2)
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at the blade exit position, assuming the flow is even_T distributed over the
distance Z.
Combining (i) and (2):
__ 2_L
_L Z _ (3)
at the blade exit position.
The viscous shear on the film is due to the drag of the steam and the force
of the impinging drops; i.e.:
v2
s + V
 =cf Ps 2 zx s
Where the boundary layer friction coefficient (Cf) in the region of the
trailing edge is specified as:
Cf = 2. x .123 x IO-0"678H{V @_ I-0"268 -- (Schlichting)
le
Where @ and H are boundary layer parameters.
Calculation of Moisture Flow Alon_ 9th Stator Blade
Assume: 2% of the moisture in the steam collects
on the blades - concave side only.
The flow of moisture per blade is:
801,112 i I
= x--x .126 x .02 X--
L 3,600 7& 32.17
= 2.36 x I0-& [--_--!
Z=
37.L,4"
3.12'
X = ii.i"
= •925 '
7A Blades
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Liquid properties are:
_(L = 1.3 x I0-5 p-s/f 2
P = 1.9_ _s2/f _
L
Steam properties - blade exit are:
_s = 2.3_ x i0-7 p-s/f 2
Ps = 1.7o_x lO-_ p-s2/f_
V = 955 fps
S
,_, Is ..........
Boundary,,layer quantities - concave side, trailing edge position:
@ = 0.000765 f
H = l.Al
_e9= Vs 9 P,/_s = _2.
-0.678H -0.268
Cf = 2 x .123 x i0 Re@ = O.0050&
Substituting in equations (2) and (3) gives:
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6,'=[2 _'L/L'L 1
PL Z I 2
cf /}_v_
1/2
xZ
-9
013 x i0
_ %
u = - .840 fps
L
and the film Reynolds number=-
/'_L
=5.8
1/2i • - 4.65 x 10-5
•392 + .0782] -
= .ooo557 in.
f
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IV-E. Primary Atomization in Turbines - (W. D. Pouchot)
In turbines, it is probable that atomization of collected moisture from
stators can occur in either one or two stages. First, some relatively large
drops are detached from the trailing edge of the stator vanes under the influ-
ence of the air forces of the boundary layer at the trailing edge location.
This is shown schematically in Figure IV-E-I and is labeled "primary atomization".
In this figure the straight line represents a top view of the trailing edge of
the stator and one possible succession of steps in primary drop formation are
indicated. Some of these primary drops will escape the wake of the stator blades
and be caught up in the bulk flow and further atomized possibly as depicted in
the part of Figure IV-E-I labeled "secondary atomization". Many may not escape
the wake, however, and will remain at the size formed during primary atomization.
These will impinge upon the following rotor without further breakup.
The process of primary atomization from the trailing edge of stator vanes
bears a resemblance to the atomization from whirling disc or drum atomizers for
spray formation. However, the process is much more straightforward in whirling
atomizers because the centrifugal force creating the spray is of easily deter-
mined magnitude and direction in most cases. Even in whirling atomizers how-
ever, there are three modes of atomization reported in the literature, which
depend upon flow rate. In trailing edge air atomization because of the additional
degrees of freedom available and the rather smaller force levels, there are many
more possibilities.
There are few experimental observations on primary atomization as such and
even fewer in turbines or under turbine-like conditions. Some direct observa-
tions in a turbine were reported at the British Royal Society Meeting of May 27,
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Figure IV-E-I Stages of Atomization
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1965. In the published m_m_zry of this paper, the observed drop sizes from the
trailing edge of the stator are reported as being between 150 and _50 microns in
diameter. The conditions of geometry and operation of the turbine which produced
the drops are not reported in sufficient detail in the summary to allow a quan-
titative analysis of the information; one must await additional information to
be published in the Proceedings of the Royal Society Heeting.
The most complete experimental observations available of primary atomiza-
tion under turbine-like conditions are those recently reported by Hays* on some
CERL cascade test results he obtained on a trip to Great Britain.
That the atomization process can indeed be complex is illustrated in Figure
IV-E-2 taken directly from Hays' report. As shown in this figure, liquid collects
as a large drop on the trailing edge of a vane, the pendant drop then oscillates
-_th increasir_ =_mp!itude _I,+A1 dis__pt,ed. After disruption, several drops are
given up from the tip. Additional verbal description of this process by Hays
indicates that the upon release of the small drops, the pendant drop shrinks,
atomization ceases, and the buildup process begins again.
Hays comments upon the CE.RL cascade results to the effect that: "The quan-
titative results obtained may have been influenced by the specific blade design
to the extent that they are not representative of what occurs in a well designed
turbine." Figure IV-E-3, taken directly from Hays'report, is a sketch of the
blade profile tested at CERL. There are several prominent breaks in the profile
of the suction surface which can cause flow separation and low velocity regions
that would not be present in well designed and constructed turbines. However,
* Hays, L., Turbine Erosion Research in Great Britain, Nov. 15, 1965, Jet Propul-
sion Laboratory, Pasadena, California.
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the breaks are on the suction surface where boundary layers will be quite thick
in any case and not on the pressure surface with its relatively thin boundary
layer. Because of the normal difference in boundary layer thickness, it would
be expected that the air forces causing pendant drop atomization would be more
influenced by changes in the pressure side than in suction side forces. The
results may be reasonably applicable in terms of the actual atomization process
in turbines with the exception of the effects of fluid distribution.
A possible explanation of the atomization process from the swinging pendant
drop is that as the drop grows in size under influx of liq_id, its amplitude of
vibration also increases. Eventually the tip of the drop protrudes far enough
into the boundary layer that the air velocities impinging on it and passing over
it, within the time of swing available, are sufficient to strip the drop. This
stripping action being similar to the stripping of a large drop of liquid sud-
denly exposed to a high velocity gas stream.
Considered in detail this concept encounters difficulties. First, there is
the swinging of the drop in a fundamental pendulum mode. This action implies,
to this writer, a vibration at the natural frequency of the pendant drop occa-
sioned b.v a negative lift coefficient with angle of attack (or selective tuning
to turbulent pulses in the gas flow). Assuming a negative lift coefficient gives
a net force on the drop in the plane of swing in the wrong direction for stripping
to occur from the air forces in the boundary layer into which the drop is protrud-
ing (but in the right direction to cause an oscillation).
An expression for the natural frequency of such a pendulum drop is derived
in IV-E Appendix 2. Numerical evaluation of this expression gives a period of
vibration twice that reported by Hays (See Figure IV-E-2). However, considering
6_
Gi
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the approximations involved in the derivation, this numerical difference can be
considered as supporting evidence for an assumption of natural frequency oscil-
lation.
A second difficulty with the tip stripping concept is the verbally reported
observation by Hays that the drop remains motionless during ejection of the drop-
lets at the tip at some angle of attack with respect to the bulk gas flow direc-
tion. This implies that the forces on the drop are largely directed along the
axis of the drop during the ejection process. If stripping were the mechanism
of removal, it would seem that a force of magnitude and direction to strip the
drop should have a component of sufficient magnitude to blow the ejecting pendant
back into the shadow of the trailing edge. In the absence of such an air force,
the drop stops swinging because tip rupture removes the surface tension forces
which return the drop towards its null position.
A start on a stripping model of atomization is included as IV-E Appendix i.
This work was discontinued in favor of what might be called a "squirt gun" model.
In the ,squirt _un" model as the pendant drop grows in length, the air force
on the drop also increases because of the increase in surface area. This increased
air force on the drop is not only reflected in an increased total force tending
to tear the complete pendant from its attachment to the stator trailing edge
but is also reflected in increased internal pressure on the pendant drop tip.
It is assumed that this surface pressure to tip pressure translation occurs
through circulations set up within the drop by the air (in effect) dragging the
surface of the liquid along with it. Such circulations can be set up in soap
bubble films by blowing air across them and without disrupting the bubble. It
is no_ known whether this is also true for a small pendant drop of water but it
see_s likely that such circulations could come about through rippling of _h e surface.
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The process is depicted schematically in the following figure:
(!) 'dt I
As the drop grows in length under the influx of liquid, the pressures on
the tip of the drop increase until a local protrusion develops. This protrusion
enlarges with time until the pressure force on the projected area of the protru-
sion exceeds the local surface tension forces around its rim. When this critical
condition is reached, the surface ruptures and a stream of liquid squirts out.
This initial_v cylindrical stream of liquid develops varicosities which pinch off
into a parade of drops.
Equating the pressure (_P) forces and surface tension ((7-) forces gives
an expression for (_) in terms of these forces:
dt = _-- eq. 1
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According to Raylei_h as quoted in Creen*, the most probable pitch of the
varicosities is _.5 times the cylindrical diameter (dt). Using this relation,
the diameter (d) of an average drop can be written in terms of the pressure and
surface tension as:
d = ( )C6.75) 0-" _ 27
AP AP eq. 2
This "squirt gun" model is applicable in general terms, to atomization from
a whirling cup or disk atomizer when the feed rate is low enough so that drops
originate at discretely spaced points about the rim of the disk or cup. The
difference between the two atomization processes being in the origin of the
forces causing tip pressure. For the whirling disk this origin is the centrifugal
force on the liquid (inlet momentum is negligible in comparison) from rotation.
In the trailing edge pendant the forces originate from the inlet momentum and
the air friction forces on sides of the pendant drop.
As remarked previously there are three modes of atomization reported for
whirling disc atomizers, depending upon flow rate.
The first stage occurs at low rates of flow (for discs) and the drops depart
the disc singly. A second stage occurs at somewhat higher rates of flow. In the
second stage, the fluid departs the disc as a visible ligament which then breaks
into drops.
From the description of Hays it would appear that the CERL tests on stator
vane atomization correspond to Stage 1 1/2. The chief differences in the end
* Green, H. L., Atomization of Liquids, Flow Properties of Disperse Systems,
New York, Interscience Publishers Inc., pp. 299 to 331, 1953.
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results between Stages i and 2 atomization in whirling discs is a greater dis-
persion of drop sizes from the average in Stage 2 than Stage i.
An empirical expression given by Green for Stage i atomization in disc
atomizers is:
PL
where
d
D
is an average drop size
is the rotor angular velocity
is the rotor diameter
L is the density of the liquid
(_ is surface tension of the liquid
The pressure on the tip of a drop of liquid as it whirls around attached to
the rim of a disc is given by:
2 a
Where a is the length of the pendant drop in the direction of the centrifugal
force
Substituting this expression in eq. 3 gives:
d- 3.8 _/_-_----a = 2.7_/_--_----a eq. 5
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Equation 5 can be used to empirically relate the "squirt gun" model to reality
by eliminating (d) between eq.
a = lO0_--p
2 sad eq. 5 and solving for (a). This gives:
eq. 6
Comparing eq. 6 with eq. 2 reveals that:
a =3.7d eq. 7
That is the average size of drops ejected from a pendant drop are directly
proportional to the length of the pendant. (This seems reasonable to the writer.)
A,pplication "Squirt Gun" Atomization Model to Trailin 5 Edge Pendant Drop
A means of applying the "squirt gun" model to a stator trailing edge pendant
drop is discussed hereafter. A system of eight equations results even though
substantial simplifying assumptions are used. This system of eight equations
has not been solved.
A solution for the special case where the mass rate of flow into the pendant
is so low that the momentum and kinetic energy terms are negligible has been
carried out. Unfortunately, a numerical examination of the relative magnitude
of the various terms indicates that internal drop momentum and kinetic energy
are not negligible atomization factors under conditions causing erosion in steam
turbines.
Consider a pendant drop attached to a thick trailing edge such as found in
large Central Station Steam Turbines. It is assumed that the pendant drop con-
tains circulating flows caused by drag forces from the steam vapor flowing past.
Such a situation is depicted in the following figure. As this drop grows from
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an influx of water from surface of the stator, the pressure on the tip of the
drop is increasing because the surface area of the drop exposed to drag forces
is increasing. _en this drop reaches some critical value of tip pressure dif-
ferential, a stream of liquid shoots out and breaks into drops as has been de-
scribed earlier.
Geometric assumptions about the drop are: (1) that the width of the cylin-
drical cross-section of the drop is equal to the trailing edge thickness, (2) the
circulations are symmetric about the center line of the stator trailing edge and
have a half-width of 1/& the trailing edge thickness, (3) the flow zones within
the drop, from tip to base, consist of a rotating flow zone of dimension (W/&),
an axial flow zone of dimension (b) a rotating flow zone of dimension (W/&), and
a spacing zone (c) with a net transverse flow per side. The total length dimen-
sion (a) of the pendant being equal to the sum of the axial lengths of the re-
spective zones.
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Fluid dynamic assumptions about the drop are: (i) that the internal flow is
laminar, has linear velocity gradients and has a maximum velocity (Vs) at the
surface of the drop, (2) that the rotating flow zones contain a cartwheel type
rotation and (3) the gas force is all attributable to frictional drag on the sur-
face of the drop of the same value as if the drop was a solid stationary surface.
Of this latter assumption it can be said that it ignores the increase in drag
forces that probably result from the drop oscillating into the boundary layers
but it also ignores the reduction in drag force from the movement of the liquid.
These two effects, at least in part, should be compensating.
An additional assumption made in this application is that consideration of
the forces and fluid movements over a central slice of the drop (two dimensional
analysis) is adequate. A justification for this is that the break-through hole
in the drop tip will be of relatively small dimension compared to the total
cylindrical diameter of the pendant.
The nomenclature used is as follows:
a
b
C
Cf
d
t
U
0
pendant drop length
axial flow zone length
transverse flow zone length
vapor flow surface friction coefficient
drop diameter from pendant tip ejection
pressure differential over pendant drop tip
mass flow rate of water into pendant drop
time from initiation of pendant drop formation
bulk velocity of steam
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V s
W
average velocity of liquid in stator vane boundary layer entering
pendant drop
velocity of liquid at (or Just underneath) the surface of pendant drop
stator trailing edge width
viscosity of water
density of water
bulk density of steam
surface friction at water-steam interface per unit of surface
surface tension of water
Considering only half the drop, since it is assumed symmetrical about the
trailing edge centerline, the primary equations are:
Force Equations
Overall Momentum
W dv= 2 _t s + _ _ - eql
i
Tip Pressure from Cartwheel Rotation
_P = 1/2 Pl Vs 2 eq 2
Gas Friction Force per unit Drop Surface
Cf 2
Tg- 2 Po Uo eq 3
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Energy Equation (Overall)
V 21 I_b I I1 2___.._.I
"_g a Vs -_L_I s I--U--I-_-.Ivs W =
 2cIIwl
_t Vs
dV
S
dt I ):i2_ eq &
eq 5
Geometry
W
a=c+--_-÷b eq 6
"Squirt Gun" Atomization Model Relations
d=27 eq 7
As stated previously, no solution using this complete set of equations has
been made. If the momentum terms in eq 1 and the kinetic energy terms in eq 2
are neglected, these two equations become identical and a considerable simplifi-
cation results from the immediate elimination of time dependency and initial
conditions. This simplified set of equations was solved* and yielded two differ-
ent expressions for drop size (d).
_0( JII
W Cf Po Uo
eq 9
The solution for the transverse flow space length (c) involves a quadratic equa-
tion. The last term of the solution of this equation was neglected after a
numerical examination indicated it was small relative to the other terms.
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2 2
- -- :__ + 29.6 ...... 3.% = od __,6_p_0,-Po,,oY,_, , Po,,o_/W _,c,,q ,_o eq lO
These expressions were examined numerically using a set of variables asso-
ciated with the median diameter of the exit of the 9th stage stator of the Yankee
Turbine. The numerical values selected were as follows:
Uo - 1051 ft/sec
_)o - 1.57 (i0-&) Ib - sec2/ft A
Average Cf - 3.25 (10-3 )
Cf Pressure side - 5.76 (10-3 )
Cf Suction side - 1.73 (10 -3)
W -7.7 (lO-2) in = 6.& (lO-3) ft
_l - 14.7 (10 -6) ib - sec/ft 2
(_ - 50 (lO-&) ib/ft
_i - 1.935 ib - sec2/ft 4
Using the foregoing numbers, eq 9 yields:
d = 142 (10-6 ) ft = 43 microns
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and eq I0 gives:
d = 320 (10-6 ) ft = 98 microns
These calculated drop sizes are substantially smaller than have been report-
ed by CERL* (Great Britain) under conditions which probably were of a similar
kind and level to those in the Yankee turbine. The discrepancy is probably a
result of the neglect of the momentum and kinetic energy terms in obtaining the
calculated values. Including these terms will give an increase in calculated
drop size.
* Hays, L., Turbine Erosion Research in Great Britain, Nov. 15, 1965.
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IV-E. Appendix I. Drop Formation By "Tip Stripping"
As discussed previously in Section IV-E, a possible mechanism of atomiza-
tion from a pendant drop attached to the trailing edge of a turbine stator is
by "tip stripping". (See Figure IV-E-_) This appendix presents a partial anal-
ysis of such a mechanism.
Assume the pendulum drop to be swinging at a frequency close to its natural
frequency. IThis could be as a result of a selective tuning to certain noise
components of the turbulent boundary layer or because the lift coefficient has
a negative slope with angle of attack. This latter condition could arise out
of the non-steady nature of the flow about the dropG An approximate expression
for the period of vibration of the drop (as derived in IV-E Appendix 2) is:
2
a
eq. i
where a - is one half the thickness of the trailing edge
g - is the component of gravity oriented normal to the face
of the trailing edge
Pl - is the density of the liquid of the drop
G_ - is the surface tension of the drop
_n - is the natural period of vibration of the drop
As the drop swing increases in amplitude, the tip will eventually protrude
into the boundary far enough and will remain there long enough, either during a
single cycle or a succession of cycles, to encounter a sun,nation of forces suffi-
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cient to disrupt the tip and strip off liquid. This liquid will then collapse
into drops of mnaller size than the original pendulum drop. This, of course,
assumes that the boundary layers are thin enough relative to the size of the
pendulum drop so that the stripping mechanism can occur before the entire drop
is torn off.
As is well known, the disruption of a drop even when exposed suddenly to a
high relative velocity is not instantaneous but takes a finite time to occur.
This time can be thought of as divided into two periods: the time from initia-
tion of the process until stripping starts, and the time from the start of strip-
ping until disruption is complete. An expression for the time to start of disrup-
tion of water drops based on experimental information presented in Wolfe-
Andersen* is:
Id_l /P,
where
tI is the time to start the stripping of a drop
d is the diameter of the drop being stripped
P
U is the relative velocity between the drop and vapor into
which the drop has been suddenly introduced
Pv is the vapor density
_i is the liquid density
* Wolfe, H. E., Andersen, W. H., Kinetics, Mechanism and Resultant Droplet Sizes
of the Aero Dynamic Breakup of Liquid Drops, AeroJet-General Corp., Report
O395-OA-18SP, AD-_373&O, April 196_.
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Under the conditions of dp, U, etc.represented by eq. 2, the mass mean diam-
eter of the secondary drops which will be stripped from the primary drops, dur-
ing t_tl, is given by Wolfe and Andersen as:
d
mn
3/2
136 0-
1
2 1/2
1/2- z/3
d
P
L,
U
eq. 3
where dmn - is the mass mean diameter of the stripped droplets
_i - is the viscosity of the liquid
and the other symbols have been previously defined.
Making the additional assumptions that:
dp _ 2 a eq.
tI _ K Tn eq. 5
EP 2i0 (T"_ 15/_ i a
Equations i and 2 can be solved for a velocity (U) and the appropriate substi-
tutions made in eq. 3 to give:
= a eq. 6
This expression involves only the trailing edge thickness of the stator and
the liquid properties and is independent of the vapor flow conditions. This is
what should happen considering the implications of the assumptions made in the
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derivation: that the bulk velocity of the vapor substantially exceeds an aver-
age velocity (U) necessary to strip the drop. The writer was pleasantly sur-
prised, considering the nature of the three base equations used in obtaining
eq. 6, that the vapor density did indeed cancel out.
There is, of course, that unknown _ in eq. 6 and the writer can see no
particular reason to prefer one value over another. Probably the minimum value
of _ is a function of the gas forces in the form of a Weber number and to a
lesser extent of blade Reynolds _umber and geometry. The reasoning is that the
amplitude of the disrupting mechanism as well as the amplitude of the drop could
very well build up over a number of cycles if the available gas forces are low
either because of flow periodicity or low values of bulk parameters. That is,
the disruptions resulting in stripping do not necessarily have to be active only
near gas velocity exposure during a single cycle
within the period the maximum
if both damping and gas forces are low.If _ = i (the effective time of disruption equals one periodic swing of
I the drop)
and if:
a = 1/32 in = 2.6 (lO-3) ft
-6 sec/21 =_'7 (IO) Ib-
Pl 2= 1.9/_ lb - sec /_
0_'1 = z_ (lO-z_) lb/ft
then, -6d = I_.7 (I0 ) ft = 571 (I0) meters
If K = 2: _n = IA30 (10-6 ) meters and if _= 3, the drop should detach as a whole.
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IV-E. Appendix 2. Natural Frequency of a Pendulum Drop (of Water)
Assume a drop of hemispherical shape attached to a solid surface is oscillat-
ing in a manner similar to a pendulum in the plane of the paper as depicted in
Figure IV-E App. 2-1. Further assume: (1) that the displacements are small
enough so that a simple harmonic motion results, (2) Rayleigh's approximation (the
displacement increases linearly with radius) hold% (3) the surface tension forces
(at any location y _- a) have the net component acting parallel to the rotated
centerllne, (&) no _ravity forces, (5) coordinates of points on the droplet surface
may be related by the equation of a circle (distorted conditions included) and
(6) no damping.
By the second and third assumptions, there exists a restoring force which
is proportional to the displacement of the drop in the plane of oscillation and
an approximate equation for the maximum potential energy at the extremal of swing
is:
,_a
(P.E.)max 2'/"('3_ Xo2 ;y2 2 _2- dy - /T O"x_ eq. l3
a y=o
_fnere 0-is the surface tension of the liquid.
The approximate maximum kinetic energy is:
- 2 TT (a2-y2) (Xo W ) dy
y=O
15
eq. 2
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Where _I is the density of the liquid;L/is the circular frequency of the
simple harmonic motion.
Equating the maximum kinetic and potential energies and solving for the cir-
cular frequency ((A_) gives:
eq. 3
By definition the period of vibration (T) is:j,- P #- -2[7" I27 io - eq. 4
Equation 5 gives the natural period of vibratiom of the pendulum drop in
the absence of gravity. In the presence of gravity this natural period will be
different depending upon the orientation of the drop with respect to gravity,
since restoring forces over and above those of surface tensionmay be available.
Assume a gravitational field of 1.O g directed downwards and perpendicular
to the fixed solid surface of Figure IV-E App 2-1 (other conditions remaining the
same as for the zero gravity case). With gravity acting there is an additional
restoring force per unit of drop mass equal to g @ and a corresponding increase
in the maximum potential energy of the swinging drop.
This increase in maximum potential energy (PE) is:
g max
2
g _ Xo 2
= a eq. 5(PE)g max 4
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The total maximum potential energy then is:
1
2 28 0"" +
(PE)max tot. = _ x --o
Equating this to the maximum kinetic energy (eq. 2) gives:
eq. 6
2
eq. 7
"7"= 2 "_"_ / Pl a3
V loo'" + :]-5/_. g _1 2a eq. 8
if O- =0,
then: _ _ __ eq. 9
In an example given by Hays* water drops attached to the trailing edge of a
blade in a steam cascade rig were observed to swing pendulously with a period of
2 to 3 milliseconds. The orientation of the face of the trailing edge with re-
spect to gravity is shown pictorially as intermediate between perpendicular and
parallel to gravity. The trailing edge thickness is given as approximately
1/16 in. Assuming that:
* Hays, L., Turbine Erosion Research in Great Britain, Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
Pasadena, California, Nov. 15, 1965.
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2 a =
Pl
o-
g
1/16 in. = trailing edge thickness, a = 2.6 (10-3) ft
= 1.9_ ib - sec2/ft A
= _8 (I0-;_) ib/ft
= 32.2 ft/sec 2
Then if gravity acts normal to the face of the trailing edge, the period
of vibration (T) calculated using eq. (8) is 5._ milliseconds.
The numerical evaluation indicated that the gravitational term is of small
importance even with this large size drop. The difference between the observed
periods of vibration and the calculated natural period of vibration may be be-
cause of the approximations introduced in deriving an expression for natural
frequency or because the drop is being driven at higher than natural frequency
by a periodic aerodynamic forcing function of higher frequency. The writer
believes the latter case to be unlikely.
8_
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IV-F. Drop Trajectories and Secondary Atomization (Downstream of Stators) -
(J. o. _Iton)
i. Introduction
The large drops formed at the trailing edges of the stators during the pri-
mary atomization process undergo an acceleration and in many cases further break-
up before entering the succeeding rotor passages. It is the purpose of this sec-
tion to show how the aerodynamic forces accelerate and additionally breakup these
droplets so that when they impact on a rotor, the level of impact can be deter-
mined.
2. Mathematical Model
In the following analysis spherical drops are assumed with a C
D
The aerodynamic force Fd on a droplet is given by the relation:
correction.
_g 2
Fd = CD (Vrel) A_ (i)*
2g u 2
Where the cross sectional area Ad - d (2)
and the relative velocity Vre I = V - V (3)g d
The drag coefficient CD for distorted droplets as given in Reference IV-F-
(i) is:
For 0 _ Re d < 80 CD = 27 (Red)-0"8_ (_a)
For 80 _ Red _ I0& CD = 0.271 (Red)+O'217 (&b)
_or Red >lO _ Co = 2.0 (_c)
* Nomenclature to rear of IV-F
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1 _, .
are such that Equation (Ab) is applicable.
The droplet Reynolds number is given by the expression:
Red - _
Vrel Dd
Newton's second law can also be used to express the accelerating force.
if the droplet mass remains constant, then:
Wd d Vd
Fd - g dt
Where the weight of a droplet is:
A plot of drag coefficient versus Reynolds number is shown in Figure IV-F-
In general the range of Reynolds number encountered in this type of problem
Combination of Equations (1), (2), (6), and (7) gives:
d Vd
Or:
dV d __/_CD_ (Vrel)2
dt A Pd Dd
So
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
Since the second derivative of the distance x traveled with respect to time
t is equal to the droplet acceleration or the first derivative of the droplet
velocity with respect to time, then:
* Figures to rear of Section IV-F
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d2 d Vd __ (Vrel)2
x _ - 0.75 0n
dt2 dt Pd Dd
(lO)
Equation (I0) is a second order, nonlinear, ordinary differential equation
with variable coefficients and is best solved by numerical integration techniques.
ANALOG-ALGOL was used to obtain rapid results for a number of cases.
Since the Weber number is indicative of droplet breakup, it is calculated
by:
(V_el)2Dd
Wed = (ll)
2g
When the Weber number exceeds a critical value (of the order of 13), the
drop will start to break up into smaller droplets. As currently programmed the
code does not take into account either evaporation, further condensation, or
droplet breakup.
l
An expression for the time t to the start of the disruption of water drops
is given by Reference IV-F-(&)* as:
t'= 1.a (12)
Vrel Pg
mass mean diameter DdlOf the secondary drops which are stripped fromThe
the primary drops of diameter Dd during t > t Sis:
* References to rear of lV-F
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In Reference IV-F-(5) Gardner gives the following correlation of droplet
normal impact velocity with other system velocities:
VdN cos O_
Where VdN = normal component of drop velocity relative to rotor
Uo = velocity of free steam exiting from stator
Vd = velocity of droplet which has the same direction C_ relative to the
axial direction as does U
o
Vb = blade velocity
Figure IV-F-2 enables the determination of the destructive normal component
of the impacting drop velocity once given a value of o_, Vb, Uo, and Vd for the
particular point on the rotor in question. According to Reference IV-F-(6) it
is the normal component of the impact velocity against the blade which causes
erosion and the tangential component can be neglected. Consequently if the drops
have been accelerated to the free steam velocity, little erosion should be ex-
pected since the blading is designed so that the steam slices along the blades
cleanly.
3. Discussion o£ Results
As discussed in Section IV-B, the thickness Yo of the wake from the trail-
ing edge of a statcr is a function of x as shown in Figure IV-F-3. The ratio
(U/Uo) of the steam velocity in the wake to the free steam velocity is plotted
versus x for the pressure and suction sides with Y/Yo as a parameter in Figures
IV-F-_, and IV-F-5.
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In writing the computer program the droplets once torn off the stator were
assumed to migrate around in the wake until they arrived at a position of x =
3/8" with a velocity of essentially zero. Then they were accelerated by the
aerodynamic forces along a constant Y/Yo path. Three values of Y/Yo were chosen
as representative droplet paths for both the pressure and suction sides: 1.0,
O.2, and O.O1. To reduce technician plotting time, a computer printout was
selected to displ_y plots of: droplet velocity, Reynolds number, Weber number,
and (Uo - Vd) versus distance x traveled and x versus time. It should be realized
that since a line printer can not "half-space", the resulting points plotted may
be slightly in error--but the overall trend is usually quite apparent. All cal-
culations are for the exit conditions of the 9th stator of the Yankee Atomic tur-
bine.
Seven droplet sizes were chosen _nd the .'ym_1- ,,I,, "2" "3". "_", "5"
"6", and "7" correspond to droplet sizes of i00, 200, 300, AOO, 600, iO00, and
IAOO microns respectively. Figures IV-F-6 through IV-F-9 show typical plots of
droplet velocity, Reynolds number, and Weber number versus distance x traveled
and x versus time t of travel for various values of Y/Yo" Due to the importance
of the (U° - Vd) term in calculating the destructive normal component of the drop-
let velocity, all these graphs are shown in Figures IV-F-IO through IV-F-IA.
From these plots (and others not shown) the following may be concluded for
the droplets torn off the 9th stator:
(i) Smaller droplets are accelerated faster than are larger droplets.
(2) Droplet Reynolds numbers ranged from approximately iOO to 3500.
(3) Droplet Weber numbers ranged from approximately 1 to 87.
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(4) Assuming a critical Weber number of 13, the _um stable droplet
diameter appears to be 300 - 350microns depending on the position
(y/yo) in the wake.
(5) In order for droplets from the 9th stator to hit the 9th rotor, they
must travel through a distance of about 4.25 inches. For a 350mlcron
diameter droplet it would take from 3.2 to 6.7 msec to reach the rotor.
The time tj to initiate stripping as calculated using Equation (l_)
varies from 0.15 to 0.20 msec. The reason for the variations is due
to the position from which the droplet started in the wake. It is
estimated that stripping (if it occurs) would be essentially complete
by 2.5 t! It is therefore concluded that stripping will decrease the
droplet size so that the largest possible diameter hitting the 9th
rotor will be of the order of 350 microns.
The mass mean diameter of the droplets produced by the aerodynamic
breakup of a liquid drop of diameter _ 350_ varies from 22.5_ to 8C_
depending upon the initial diameter before stripping and its relative
velocity (which in turn depends upon the initial starting point in the
wake). Equation (13) is used for these calculations. An upper bound
on the diameter of drops torn off the stator is assumed to be 1600%_.
Since if stripping is going to occur, it will be complete before approx-
imately 0.5 msec have elapsed. During this short interval, the drop-
letswill not be accelerated appreciably--therefore Vre I _U.
(6)
9O
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(7) [sing Equation (I_) with _ = 65° and Uo = I078.& ft/sec, a plot of
VdN versus blade height hb is given in Figure IV-F-15. The upper and
lower limits shown are the result of the variation of droplet velocity
caused by the initial starting position. A "representative" curve is
drawn through the approximate midpoints of the upper and lower bounds
of the normal velocity component. It is interesting to note that Vd
N
reaches a maximum at about 2-3" from the tip of the blade which is
about where the maximum erosion effect is found to occur.
(8) A comparison of the droplet velocity and size with experimental CERL
data in Reference IV-F(7) from a steam tunnel shows fair agreement even
though the test conditions are only approximately equivalent to those
of the Yankee Atomic Turbine ninth stator exit. Figure IV-F-16 indi-
cates that perhaps a better initial starting point for the droplets
would be i/&" rather than the 3/8" as was assumed. However, it should
be noted that the trailing edge thickness of the ninth stator of the
Yankee Atomic Turbine is 0.077" whereas the CERL blade was approxi-
mately 1/16".
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IV-F Nomenclature
Symbol
A
d
Definition
Cross sectional area of droplet
Units
2
in
CD Drag coefficient none
Db
Dd
Diameter of blade
Diameter of droplet
Mass mean diameter of the stripped
droplets
in
in
in
F
d
Aerodynamic force on droplet ib
Gravitational acceleration in/sec 2
hb Blade height in
Red Droplet Reynolds number none
t
I
t
Time
Time to start the stripping of a
droplet
sec
sec
Uo
U/Uo
Gas velocity of wake at the point
(x, y) = Vg
Gas velocity of free stream boundary
at the point (x, yo )
Ratio of gas velocity in wake to free
stream gas velocity
in/sec
in/sec
none
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Symbol
We d
Definition
Droplet Weber number
Unit s
none
Vb
Vd
v%
V
g
Vrel
Velocity of blade
Velocity of droplet
Normal component of droplet velocity
relative to blade
Velocity of gas (steam)
Relative velocity
in/sec
in/sec
in/see
in/see
in/sec
Wd Droplet weight Ib
X Length downstream of the trailing
edge of the stator in
Y
Yo
Y/Yo
Direction perpendicular to x
Width of wake at x
Position of droplet in wake at x
in
in
none
o< Angle of steam and droplet velocity
to axial direction degrees
%Ld
&
Pg
Droplet viscosity
Gas viscosity
Density of droplet
Density of gas
Droplet surface tension
ib/in sec
ib/in sec
3
Ib/in
ib/iJ
ib/in
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V. Material Re_oval- (F. J. Heymann)
A Preliminary Investigation of Clues to the Relationship Between
Erosion Rate and the Impingement Conditions
An outline of the material to be covered in this section is as follows:
i. General considerations relating to the interpretation and correlation
e
3.
6.
5.
6.
of impingement erosion test data
Dependence on impingement angle
Dependence on drop size and shape
Dependence on impact velocity
An energy threshold hypothesis for drop size and velocity dependence
Conclusions
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le C_neral considerations relating to the interpretation and correlation of
impingement erosion test data
i.i Our present objective is to see whether the impingement erosion test data
in the literature can be made to yield generalized relationships, by means of
which the erosion to be expected under arbitrary operating conditions can be
predicted. One would like to be able to express the erosion in terms of an
empirical or semi-empirical equation, which would be a function of the operating
variables and would contain constants which are properties of the materials of
the target and of the impinging liquid. We are attempting to approach this task
in a rather cautious step-by-step manner, as follows:
i) Examine individual test series in which one or more parameters were
varied, and obtain plausible functional relationships between the
erosion measured and the parameter varied (e.g. impact velocity).
2) Compare different test aeries (i.e. different test apparatus and test
conditions) in which the same parameters were varied, and try to rec-
oncile or generalize the functional relationships. For example,
examine whether the same form of equation can relate erosion to impact
velocity in different test series. Make use here of such theoretical
hypotheses as may be found in the literature, or developed.
3) If the form of the functional relationships between erosion and the
principal operating parameters can be established, then see whether
the material coefficients involved can be determined so as to give
reasonable quantitative agreement between the different sets of test
data.
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One may ask why it would not be easier to feed all the data directly into
a computer, together with a multiple linear regression analysis program, and
come up with the answer, or at least an answer. We believe that this approach
is at present not desirable because the data available are too few, the differ-
ences in operating conditions too many, and, most importantly, many aspects of
the interpretation of test data not yet resolved. Moreover, no very intelligent
guess can yet be made as to the form of an empirical equation which would involve
all of the variables. A better understanding of the role of the individual
variables must first be achieved. It is likely, however, that a regression
analysis will be of use in the previously-mentioned 3rd step of the chosen
approach.
1.2 Among the independent variables, or operating conditions, are these:
i. Area of target subjected to impingement.
2. Shape of target.
3. Size of impinging liquid drops or slugs.
A. Shape of impinging liquid drops or slugs.
5. Rate of impingement of liquid on target.
6. Impact velocity between liquid and target.
7. Angle of impact between liquid and target surface.
8. Physical properties of liquid such as:
(a) density;
(b) viscosity;
(c) compressibility, or acoustic velocity.
I13
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Physical properties of target. Which are really significant is still
not known, but these may be listed as possibilities:
(a) hardness, or other strength property;
(b) strain energy to rupture, or other energy property;
(c) elongation, or other ductility property;
(d) endurance limit, or other fatigue property;
(e) elasticity, or acoustic velocity.
Surface conditions of target, such as:
(a) roughness;
(b) work hardening or other surface effects due to previous prepa-
ration and/or erosion;
(c) presence of surface films of liquid.
Microstructure and orientation of surface layers.
Some of the above parameters may in the final analysis be accounted for in
combination with others; some may be found of little significance; and some
(such as the material properties) may be represented by empirical constants to
be determined. Those to which the primary emphasis is being given at this time
are the velocity and angle of impact, and the size and shape of the impacting
drops. Each of these will be further discussed in due course.
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1.3 One of the greatest difficulties in the interpretation and correlation of
erosion test data lies not in the multiplicity of the independent variables,
but in the identification of the dependent variable or variables, which in the
foregoing have been glibly but imprecisely referred to as "the erosion". All
would be well if, under given conditions, erosion proceeded at a constant rate
and could be unmistakably characterized by the uniform slope of the cumulative
weight loss versus time curve. As is well known (Ref. V-l_-this is not what
happens, and therefore some thought must be given and some decision reached as
to how "the erosion" should be characterized. Fig. V-l(a) is intended to repre-
sent a typical weight loss versus time c_rve. (The axes are vaguely labeled
"erosion" and "duration" quite deliberately, since these quantities will be dis-
cussed more ful_v later. ) This curve is characteristic of much o£ the data
found in the literature; the various "stages" of the curve and possible explana-
tions for them were discussed in Ref. V-(I).
What I would like to show here is that even a relatively well-behaved
experimental plot is subject to a variety of interpretations. The circles in
Fig. V-l(a) represent the hypothetical "raw data" points. A conservative method
of drawing the "curve" is to Join the experimental points by straight lines, as
shown. (Ref. V-2, for instance, shows curves in this form. ) An erosion rate
curve can then be constructed by plotting the slopes of these line segments
versus the time corresponding to their mid-points. This is shown by the circles
and solid lines in Fig. V-l(b). (Ref. V-3 presents its data in this form. ) This
approach requires no decisions, but obviously is not accurate unless the data
points are very close together.
* References in rear of section
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If one wants to draw in a "smoothed" curve, then one must consciously or
unconsciously make a decision as to what one believes this _ooth curve should
look like. If one believes that the erosion rate rises from zero during an
incubation period to a constant maxisnsn value, and subsequently declines to a
secondary constant value, he will draw in a curve such as the dotted one in
Fig. V-l(a), whose counterpart in Fig. V-l(b) is also shown dotted. If one believes
the erosion rate reaches a rather steep peak value and then goes into a series
of fluctuations, then the dash-dotted lines in Figs. V-l(a) and (b) may result.
This does not by any means exhaust the possible variations, but will serve to
show that the author' s prejudices can have a considerable effect on the shape
of the erosion curve he presents, particularly so if he chooses to present the
data in the form of erosion rat___eecurves. (Graphical differentiation of empirical
data w_÷.h_=11 4÷= ,_a_+_ie-.v.._ is of c_._ ,Lv_vA_v,._ anr_,,ao_e.j ±z one
seeks to interpret these data, or compare them with other data, and the inter-
preter's prejudices do not happen to coincide with the author's, then he is
faced with the tedious task of reconstructing the cumulative erosion-time curve
by integration of the rate-time curve.
I._ This so-called "prejudice" concerning what the erosion curves should look
like is closely related to the question of Just how these curves should be
quantitatively characterized, i.e. Just what the dependent variables are which
one should attempt to correlate with the operating conditions. It must be
reme_abered that the objective of this empirical approach is to be able to pre-
dict the amount of erosion expected after a given time, or at least the time
required to reach some "critical" degree of erosion.
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A parallel study, originally described in Ref. V-(l), is investigating the
possibility of predicting the form of the erosion versus time curve analyti-
cally, on the basis of assumed material removal mechanisms. This has not yet
advanced to the stage where it can be of help in the present study. We there-
fore adopt the view which is most widely held and which is practical enough for
our purposes. That is, that the first stage in erosion shews little or no weight
loss and represents plastic deformation of the surface and initiation of fatigue
cracks. This stage merges into the second stage in which the rate of weight
loss is at a maximum and approximately uniform over a period of time. This in
turn merges into a later stage or stages in which the erosion rate diminishes
and may or may not tend toward another uniform value. Whatever the precise
cause or causes of this decrease in erosion rate may be, it is usually associated
with rather general and severe damage to the surface, which through geometrical
effects alone may result in an effective alteration of the impingement condi-
tions. Thus the most likely parameters to describe the progress of erosion in
a relatively simple and yet significant manner are:
(i) Some quantity representative of the duration of the initial (incu-
bation) stage.
(ii) Some quantity representative of the rate of erosion during the
second stage. This is considered by many as the most significant
quantity.
(iii) Of additional interest would be some quantity representative of the
degree of damage at the "end" of the second stage. This would
help to establish whether this transition is really a geometric
effect, and also whether the first two stages de really cover the
"permissible" degree of erosion in a practical application.
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There are test data to which the foregoing generalizations and conclusions
do not seem to apply, but for most of the useable data they do seem valid, and
our initial correlation attenpts are based on this type of curve. Eventually,
however, the deviations from this type of curve must also be understood and
accounted for. It is inportant to remmber that more than one mechanism of
material removal nay be active: the above-described behavior applies to those
conditions under which a fatigue mechanism predominates. This is valid for most
of the material and impact velocity combinations for which test data are avail-
able, and probably to host turbine operating conditions. If, however, impact
velocities are increased, then material removal due to individual impacts will
also occur, and at sufficiently high speeds the rate of material removal by this
process may be sufficiently high so that there i8 not enough time for fatigue
failures to occur at all. The shape of the erosion-time curve, the sixnificant
dependent quantities, and their functional relationships to such independent
variables as drop size and impact velocity, can all be expected change during
this transition from one predoninant mechanism to another. Test data obtained
at relatively high velocities (around 2000 ft/soc) will be in the literature
within the year, but are not yet available. Steam turbine blades will soon be
operating in this velocity range also.
1.5 Returning now to our assuned characteristie curve, a further difficulty
will be demonstrated. Fig. V-2 shows three hypothetical but typical erosion-time
curves from a given test series. Curves A, B and C might have been obtained for
three different materials under the same operating conditions, Or for the same
material at three different impact velocities or with three different "drop" or
119
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"Jet" sizes. We now want to "C_Lre" these curves, or determine from each a
number which represents the erosion, which can then be correlated with material
properties or with operating parameters. With insufficient thought given to the
problem, the temptation might be to select a convenient point in time (say
T = 3 on Fig. _-2) and compare either the cumulative erosion, or, with more sophis-
tication, the slope of the erosion-time curve at that point. This, indeed, has
been done by a number of authors. It should be evident from the earlier dis-
cussions, however, that this procedure is_entirely invalid. It can result in
spurious "comparisons" between erosion rates corresponding to completely differ-
ent stages of the erosion process. Thus, in Fig. V-2 at time T = 3, Curve B is in
the probably significant second stage; Curve A has already "broken" and is into
the third stage; Curve C may well still be in the incubation period.
For a valid comparison there are two desiderata, o[ which at least one or
preferably both should be fulfilled. These are:
(i) The measured slopes, or erosion rates, should be as nearly as possi-
ble average or effective values representative of the second stages
of the erosion-time curves.
(ii) The measured elopes should be as nearly as possible the averages
or effective values over the same range of c_Bulative erosion, i.e.
associated with the same degree of damage done to the surface.
The first desideratum can be fulfilled only if the "end" of the second stage
is clearly seen; if the test duration is not long enough for this to occur, then
the second rule must suffice, and one must endeavor to choose the erosion inter-
val over which the slope is measured in such a way that the first stage, or
incubation period, is excluded. In Fig. V-2, this is simply not possible for
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Curve C; and when one examines the test data in the literature, one finds very
often that the choice is reduced to one between spurious comparisons or no com-
parisons at all.
1.6 It was pointed out earlier that the axes in Fig. V-I have been labeled rather
vaguely as "erosion" and "duration". Direct comparison between different test
data is of%en complicated by the fact that the "erosion" may be given in terms
of weight loss, or volume loss, and the "duration" in terls of time, or number
of impacts (for wheel-and-Jet apparatus), or in other ways. The target areas
involved, and the quantity of water impinging on it, will differ not merely
between different test series, but may also vary within a given test series as
a consequence of varying one of the other independent parameters. Thus, for
instance, if in a wheel-and-Jet apparatus the Jet diameter is changed, this
effectively alters the area of the target subjected to impact and also the
quantity of water involved in each impact.
In order to permit valid comparisons and correlations, it is therefore
essential to express the erosion and the duration in a rationalized form which
will compensate for these test variations.
Since the undesirable aspect of erosion is the loss of volume and the
change of geometry--and this change of geometry in turn affects the rate of
erosion--volume loss rather than weight loss should be considered. There can
be little argument that the obvious ratiopa1_zed erosion parameter is volume
loss per unit area, also sometimes referred to in the literature as mean depth
o_f penetration (MDP).
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The appropriate rationalized duration parameter is not quite so obvious.
One could make a case for picking, say, the number of impacts per unit area.
At present, however, our preference is for the vol_Be of liquid impin_d per
unit area. This is attractive because results expressed in this way will show
directly the effect of subdividing a given quantity of impinging liquid into
particles of different sizes or shapes, and because it makes the rationalized
erosion rate (E)a non-dimensional quantity, as follows:
Volume of material lost per unit areaEm
Volume of liquid impinged per unit area
One might question whether the "per unit area" could not be cancelled
between the numerator and denominator of this definition. That this can not be
done in general my be demonstrated by reference to Fig. V-3. Consider a given
quantity of liquid per unit time impinging on a target, with a given velocity
and drop size. Now consider the same quantity of liquid, same velocity and
drop size, but spread out more 8o that it covers a target area of twice the
size. Thus the number of drops hitting unit area per unit time is halved.
Now if the erosion rate were completely uniform, as shown by Curve A, then
indeed the area would not matter: The rate of loss per unit area is presumably
halved and this is compensated for by the total area being doubled. This could
be true if erosion takes place entirely by a "gouging" mechanism, i.e. each
impact produces an inmediate volume loss with no interaction between impacts.
With the more usual type of erosion-time relationship, the situation is differ-
ent. Curve B represents such a relationship in terms of target volume loss
versus impinged liquid volume (proportional to time). The portion o-p represents
the incubation period; p-q the second stage, and q-r a subsequent stage. The
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end-point of the second stage, q, is presumed to correspond to some specific
degree of surface damage or roughness resulting from erosion. The end-point of
the incubation period, p, is presumed to correspond to a specific number of
impacts on each small area, causing fatigue failures to begin to occur. If now
the total area subjected to the same quantity of liquid is doubled, it will take
twice as long for each area element to be subjected to the necessary number of
impacts for initiating volume loss, and therefore the incubation period will be
twice as long: o-p s. Thereafter, in this simplified example, the slope of the
second stage, p a_ql, will be equal to the slope of p-q, but again it will take
twice as long to produce the me roughness--i.e, the same volume lose per unit
area--at which the second stage ends, and thus ql occurs at twice the values
of the coordinates as does q. If, however, the results for both tests had been
plotted in terms of volume Ion per unit area versus volume im--p'_ed per _--_t
area, then Curves B and C would have coincided.
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2. Dependence on impingement an_le
2.1 Let us define the impact angle, 9, as the inclination of the impact direc-
tion away from the normal direction. Thus, for normal impact @ = O. This
differs from the terminology of some other authors.
At present, only two sources of data on the angle effect have been found.
Busch & Hoff 1965 (Ref. V-5) gave erosion-time curves obtained in their super-
sonic rain erosion facility, with target cones of different angles, but same
base diameter. The material was pure aluminum; the absolute impact velocity
was Mach 1.2, or approximately 1320 ft/sec.
This is a situation such as previously mentioned, where the area exposed
to erosion changes with the angle, but the total amount of impinging water
remains the same. Thus, no area correction is necessary if the slopes of the
erosion-time curves are compared; it is necessary, on the other hand, for a
rational comparison of incubation times. Fig. V-& shows the construction of
rationalized plots of the data measured from the erosion-time curves in Ref. V-
(5). Note that the erosion rate at @ = i0 ° is actually somewhat higher than
that at @ = 0°; if this is actually so, it would support an observation by
Brunton that the damage in single-impact tests could be greater at slight angles
of inclination than with normal impact. (Note that at 13OO ft/sec on aluminum,
single-impact damage is certainly occurring. ) On the other hand, this may be
an apparent effect only and due to scatter or some other experimental variable.
The curves is Ref. V-(5) do not show actual data points.
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The points for i0, 20, 30 a._d 60 degrees in Fig. V-_ fall very nearly into a
straight line, but there is no rational way of Justifying or generalizing this
relationship, which is shown in dotted form. Another way of representing these
2#
data by a simple analytical curve is EO_ o = cos O, which is shown in dot-dashed
form. This relationship has no evident theoretical basis either, but seems rea-
sonably plausible, is quite general, and fits these data within the probable
experimental error. It would certainly be an attractive "law" to adopt. How-
ever, the other source examined at this time contradicts this generalization
and presents a more elaborate relationship, discussed below.
Pearson, in a paper to be published and in private communications (e.g.
Refs. V-6, 7) has found that his experimental data can be represented by the fol-
lowing formula (here stated in our terminology)"
E K (V cos @ - Vc )n= sec Q
in which K, Vc, and n are to be regarded as constants of the target material.
(Actually, at least some of these constants must also be functions of the imping-
ing liquid properties, drop sizes etc.) Ref. V-(6) stated that for a 13% chrome
steel, it was found that V = approximately AO0 ft/sec and n = 2.6. (The velocity
C
range of Pearson's tests was about 600 - Ii00 ft/sec.) In Fig. V-5, this rela-
tionship Has been plotted for the three values of V = 700 ft/sec, i000 ft/sec
and 1300 ft/sec (Curves B, C and D). On the same plot the data points and the
2
cos @ curve from Fig. V-A have been replotted for comparison purposes (Curve A).
It does seem that Curve A could well be a member of the family of curves B, C
and D. It was obtained, one may recall, at 1300 ft/sec on pure aluminum. Now
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the critical velocity V for this material would certainly be far lower thanc
that for 13% chrome steel-perhaps on the order of I00 ft/sec. If one computes
E@/E ° from Pearson's equation with V = 1300 and Vc = I00, n re_aining 2.6, one
obtains Curve E, which fits the data points reasonably well. Is this a confir-
_ztion of Pearson's equation, or is it merely fortuitous? The former can be
true only if the assumptions of Vc = I00 and n = 2.6 are indeed correct. (Dif-
ferences in the values of K cancel out, of course. ) Until more independent
data are available, I would prefer to withhold final Judgment. Some discussion
of the question is given below.
2.2 The physical meaning of Pearson's equation is that erosion is in the first
instance a function of the normal component of the impact velocity, and that the
additional erosion due to a tangential component is accounted for by the sec @
multiplier. Such a relation could not have been deduced from the data of Ref. V-
(5) alone, since in those tests the absolute velocity was held constant, and the
normal velocity component varied. Thus there is no way of telling whether the
change in erosion with the angle was to be attributed to a function of the angle
alone, or to a combination of the changes in the angle and the normal velocity.
The assumption which Had to be made in Fig. V-_ was that erosion can be expressed
in the first instance as a function of absolute velocity, reduced by an angle
function. While one might wish, for simplicity's sake, that such a relation-
ship were true, physical reasoning may well favor Pearson' s formulation. The
truth may be even more ccmplicated: there may be an interaction equation in
which the velocity function cannot be fully separated from the angle function,
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no matter whether absolute or normal velocity is considered. In any event, a
reliable formulation for the angle effect can be obtained only if a reliable
formulation for the velocity effect is siwultaneously deterained-i.e, from test
programs in which velocities and angles are varied independently. This is what
Pearson has attempted to do, and therefore, pending further testing of the gen-
erality of his equation, it is the best information which we have.
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_. Dependence on drop size and shape
3.1 Despite the fact that the maximum impact stress is generally a function of
the material properties and the impact velocity, and should be independent of
the size of the impacting drops, there is ample evidence that both the size and
the shape of the impacting liquid masses do affect the erosion measured. Some
of Pearson's data, in fact, appear to show a linear proportionality between drop
size and the rationalized erosion rate (i.e. based on equal total mass of imping-
ing water). The actual data are not yet at hand, however, so for the time being
this should be accepted qualitatively only. Here again, the data in the litera-
ture from which generalized relationships could be deduced is very scant.
A frequently cited test is that of Honegger 1927 (Ref. V-3), in which he com-
pared the erosion produced in a wheel-and-Jet type apparatus by impact with one
1.5 mmwater Jet, with that produced by nine 0.5 mm Jets, arranged as shown in
Fig. V-6, The results are described as follows: "The splitting up of the Jet is
accompanied by a considerable reduction of the erosion, the numerical value of
the reduction largely depends upon the speed, and for teats under consideration
it varies from 1 to 5 for high speeds and 1 to i0 for low speeds." It will be
noted that the test was ao contrived as to fulfill the requirements of a ratio-
na±ized erosion measurement: both the target area subjected to erosion and the
volume of impinged water were the same for both configurations. Yet, upon re-
flection, one must conclude that this was not a valid test of the drop size
effect, at least not if Fig. V-6 accurately portrays the nine-Jet arrangement.
This is because only the first three Jets would impact on a dry surface; a
liquid layer from these would almost certainly still be prement to cushion the
effect of the next three impacts, and slmilarly so for the last three. Thus
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no quantitative conclusions should be drawn from these results, but the quali-
tative findings are of interest.
Some systematic tests with differing Jet diameters were reported by
Brandenberger & DeHaller 19_4 (Ref. V-2). The weight-loss versus time curves
are reproduced in Fig. V-(7a). The Jet diameters varied from _ mm to 12 me,
and I should like to draw attention to the seeming anomaly presented by the
6 mm and 8 mm curves, which gives rise to the suspicion that these curves may
have been accidentally mis-labeled, and should in reality be switched. This
possibility will be further considered below.
The first step in evaluating these data must be to express them in ratio-
nalized form (as discussed in the first part of this report). Fig. V-(7b) is a
replot of the data in terms of rationalized coordinates. The solid lines repre-
sent the original curves as labeled, and again there appears a seeming anomaly
between the 6 mm and 8 _m curves. If the labeling on the original curves had
indeed been switched, then the true rationalized 6 mm and 8 mm curves would appear
as shown by the dotted lines in Fig. V-(7b). In that case, the 6 mm through
12 mm curves would all come very nearly on top of one another, with the _ mm
curve the only discrepancy.
Relative values of the slopes of these erosion-time curves have been mea-
sured for the damage interval of O.15 to O._ in Fig. V-(7b), and these have
been plotted in Fig. V-(8). Fig. V-(8a) represents the data with the original
curves as labeled, and Fig. V-(8b) with the 6 mm and 8 mm curves reversed. In
neither case can any curve be established through these points with any degree
of confidence. In Fig. V-(Sa), as shown, a proportionality between erosion
rate and diameter could be supported, provided the 6 _m data point is rejected.
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In Fig. V-(8b) a straight-line relationship, not passing through the origin,
has been shown, but the most that can be said, on the basis of the data points
alone, is that they would support some relatively weak function of Jet diameter.
The dependence of the critical velocity (below which no erosion takes place)
as a function of Jet diameter was studied by Vater 1%4 (Ref. V-8). He pre-
sented two curves, valid for materials of corrosion fatigue endurance limit of
2000 and 2200 kg/cm 2, which have been approximately averaged and reproduced here
as the solid line in Fig. V-(9). The significance of the dotted line in the
same figure will be discussed later.
3.2 Let us now ask the question as to why there should be a drop size effect
at all. The maximum pressure developed under the impinging drop is generally
held to be on the order of the water hammer pressure, pCV, where V is the im-
pact velocity, _ is the density of the liquid and C is the pressure wave veloc-
ity. This magnitude may be modified by factors which depend on the drop shape
(e.g. Engel 1955, Ref. V-9; although Bowden & Field 196&, Ref. V-IO, hold that
the maximum value of pCV holds for spherical drops as well as flat-ended drops),
and on the relative acoustic impedances of the target and drop materials (e.g.
Vater 19_, Ref. V-8). None of these is explicitly a function of drop size.
It is not really known, however, what the true criterion of erosion damage
is. While some general correlations have been made between the pCV value
corresponding to the critical velocity, and the endurance limit, it has also
been shown that surface deformation can occur at _CV values far below the yield
point.
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When erosion does take place, there is no certainty that the rate of ero-
sion is strictly a function of impact pressure levels. Thiruvengadam (e.g.
Ref. V-12) has proposed that in cavitation damage the energy available from the
collapsing bubbles is a criterion of the vol_e rate of material removal, so
that the impact energy of impinging drops might be of interest.
The question to be asked is: What properties of the impacts, or of their
effect on the target surface, vary when one varies the size of droplets into
which a given amount of water, impinging on a given target area in unit time,
is subdivided?
The total impact area (as distinguished from target area) actually increases,
since the number of drops increases as D3 and the impact area per drop decreases
2
as D when the drop diameter D is reduced.
In other wor__s_ eaeh ta_et area element will be subjected to a greater
number of stress pulses per unit time, if one can assmH that the contact area
of the impact bears a fixmd relationship to the projected area of the drop. If
this were a correct criterion, then the erosion would be expected to increase
with decreasing drop size, which contradicts all experience.
However, another consequence of the increased impact area is that the total
kinetic energy (which remains constant) of the impinging water is spread out
over a greater area, and therefore the ener_ input per unit area is reduced. A
hypothesis based on this fact is developed in Part 5 of this study.
Another factor which is very likely of significance is the duration of the
pressure pulse on impact. Whatever precise reasoning is used to predict this
duration (e.g. as in Ref. V-IO), it is clear that for geometrically similar drops
it must be proportional to drop diameter. Thus the impulse per unit area is
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smaller in the impact of a mmaller drop, and perhaps this is of consequence.
Certainly the duration of the impact pressures (on the order of microseconds) are
short enough so that strain rate effects, in those materials that exhibit the_,
may become significant. The eaaller the drop, the higher the effective strain
rate, and therefore the higher the effective yield point and the smaller the
strain induced by the given applied stress which is determined by the impact
pressure.
Finally, the impact areas may well be small enough where a size effect of
the material itself becomes important. Particularly in the impact of a spherical
drop (or sideways against a cylindrical Jet), the impact area at the moment of
peak pressure will be a small fraction of the projected area of the drop or Jet.
Size effects have been found in the values of endurance limits of notched speci-
mens, and this has been explained by Peterson (e.g. Ref. V-13) by the argument
that for fatigue failure to occur, the endurance limit must be exceeded not
merely at a "point" but across a dimension which is on the order of 0.002 to
0.003 mils, and may bear some relation to the grain size of the material. Since
erosion damage, in the velocity domain which we are now considering, is pri-
marily a fatigue process and failure has been shown to occur by intergranular
cracking (e.g. Marriott & Rowden 1965, Ref. V-IA), a similar size effect is very
possible.
It is hoped to pursue the discussion of these, and possibly other, factors
in a later report.
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3.3 The effect of the shape may be divided into two questions, of which
one is difficult to answer at the present, and the other is relatively easy, at
least qualitatively.
The first is the effect of the shape of the "front" of the drop, that sur-
face which contacts the target. As previously mentioned, some authors have
stated that this shape affects the maximm, contact pressure, whereas others hold
that it does not. In either case, however, the time rate of the pressure rise
and fall, and the variation in time of the actual contact area, will definitely
be affected; and both of these (and the interaction between them) will certainly
affect the damage produced, if the strain rate effect and material size effect
previously mentioned are indeed significant. In addition, the shape of the front
of the drop will affect the radial outflow velocity over the target surface after
impact (see e.g. Bowden & _'-'-_'-- _o{._ R'f _T_I_ and this in turn is of impor-DA'UULI_t#AA .I,.7_,.I,.,I.. , by • . --_ - 3
tance at impact velocities high enough to cause single-impact damage. Complete
theories or experimental data relating this geometry to the damage are, however,
lacking.
The second question is that of the "tail" of the drop, or its length per-
pendicular to the contact plane. Bowden's group and also DeCorso have shown in
single-impact tests that the length of the impinging mass of water is of little
significance. The duration of the high (water ha-_er) pressure is governed
essentially by the time it takes pressure-release waves to move inward from the
boundaries of the contact area and meet (or, in the case of an extremely "short"
mass of liquid, for the pressure wave to be reflected from its back end as a
release wave and return to the contact face). Thereafter, the contact pressure
is only the stagnation pressure _V2/2, and the mass of liquid arriving then is
relatively harmless.
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Thus the "effective mass" of an impinging drop or mass of liquid may be hy-
pothesized to be that mass through which the pressure release waves must travel
before the water-hammer pressure is completely relieved at the contact face.
A test result with some bearing on this was given by Ref. V-(2), in which an
elongated Jet cross-section was used in a wheel-and-Jet apparatus, and when im-
pacted by the specimens on its broad side, resulted in far more rapid erosion than
when impacted on its narrow side. Unfortunately no quantitative conclusions can
be drawn, because in the latter case the "second stage" of erosion was not reach-
ed, so that a reliable comparison of erosion rates is not possible, and further
because the actual dimensions of the Jet cross-section are not given, (although
the proportions are suggested by a sketch), so that the size effect and the shape
effect cannot well be distinguished. Further experiments of this type would seem
to be of value in helping to establish the significant criteria of a drop's
damage potential, even though drop shapes met with in actuality may be of fairly
uniform shape.
i_2
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_. DeDendence on velocity
A.I The literature contains a considerable body of data relating erosion to
velocity, but the usefulness of much of these data is limited by the considera-
tions discussed in Section I. A final evaluation has not yet been achieved, and
only preliminary correlation attempts can be discussed.
There are various functional forms to which one can attempt to fit such
data, of which the most obvious ones are briefly discussed below. Here E =
erosion rate and V = velocity.
E = a Vn (1)
This represents a simple power relationship, and implies that some erosion will
take place no matter how low the velocity is. Usually, however, it is thought
that there is a critical or threshold velocity Vc below which erosion is absent
An obvious type of relationship to reflect this isfor all practical purposes.
E = a (V - Vc )n (2)
(2a)
This implies that erosion is proportional to a power of the velocity in excess
of the critical or threshold velocity Vc. Pearson's equation, previously quoted
in Section 2 of this report, is of that type:
E K (V cos @- Vc)n= sec @
IA3
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Another example of such a relation is the pit depth equation given by Engel
(Ref. V-25):
, = 7.2 d z (V-Y c)
c (z+ z')
(where d = drop diameter, c = acoustic velocity and z, z' = acoustic impedance
of drop and target)
It is not here applicable, however, because it refers to deep plastic-flow pits,
in ductile target plates of finite thickness, and of rather soft material or at
very high velocity. Moreover, no relation between material los____sand pit depth
is given.
Another type of relationship involving a critical velocity is
E=a Vn -b (3)
which implies V = (b/a) I/n
C
and can be re-written
E = aI _ -
An equation of this type will be derived in Section 5.
Clearly both (2) and (3) have the property that
whenV/Vc _> I, E--_ aI V_c )n
(3a)
and when V/Vc--_ I, E--P O.
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Which of these is a more logical choice depends to some extent on what physi-
cal reasoning--if a_--is used to account for the influence of velocity. One
physical argument can lead to yet another type of relationship: Vater (1937,
Ref. V-If and 19_, Ref. V-8) has noted that since erosion is a fatigue phenom-
enon, and the applied stress is proportional to (or at least a function of)
velocity, the relation between velocity and erosion lends itself to a treatment
analogous to the relation between stress and cycles to failure in fatigue. He
has presented curves in which velocity is plotted versus the number of impacts
to obtain a given weight loss. (Fig. V-lOs), or versus the reciprocal of the
weight loss obtained after a given number of impacts (Fig. V-lOb). (The latter
is, however, once more an example of spurious comparisons, since after a given
number of impacts, different stages of the erosion-time curve may have been
Some caution must be exercised in making direct analogies between S-N fatigue
curves and velocity versus erosion curves. If one assumes that erosion is tak-
ing place as a steady-state process, and that the mean size of erosion fragments
is independent of V, then the volume rate of erosion E would be proportional to
I/N, where N is the mean number of impacts required to generate a loose erosion
fragment. In turn, N could be assumed to be related to the impact stress and
he_ce to the velocity V in a manner similar to the relation between cycles to
failure and stress in conventional fatigue tests.
If these assumptions are correct, a V - (i_) curve should e_ibit similar
characteristics to a S-N fatigue curve. Even if erosion cannot be conceived of
as a steady-state process, then the number of impacts to obtain a given cumula-
tive volume loss (as plotted in Fig. V-lOs) should be a valid analogy, provided
IA5
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that there are no variations in the initial target surface conditions which could
affect the life-times of the original surface layer elements. (It might be
pointed out that one implication of the erosion-rate-time model proposed in Ref.
V-(I) is that the erosion process during the period of maximum erosion rate is
not a steady-state process; rather this peak in the rate-time curve occurs as a
result of a "deluge" of erosion fragments being loosened after about the mean
number of impacts to failure, as measured from the time the impingement attack
was initiated. It is on_ because of scatter in the sizes and the impacts-to-
failure of the erosion fragments, that there is a tendency toward an eventual,
lower, steady-state value. )
Fatigue data usual_ plot as an approximately straight line on a semi-log,
as follows:
S = Sy - b log N, (S >SE)
with a relatively sharp transition to the line S = _, (N-eO0)
where S = stress corresponding to N cycles
=yield stress
= endurance limit.
Consequently, one might expect smae analogous relationship such as
(+I
or, in a form which is equivalent but more consistent with the previous types of
equation listed,
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nV
E=ae
where • is the base of logarithm chosen. This equation of course does not pre-
dict a critical velocity and must be combined with the separate condition that
there is a transition to E--- 0 at some value V = V .
c
Fig. V-II shows examples of these various relationships on a log-log plot.
The upper portion represents equations of types (2) and (3) with V/V c plotted
against E, and the lower portion equations of types (I) and (6) with V plotted
against E. For consistency, the constants "a" have been chosen so that all
curves pass through the point E = I, V or V/V c = 2. A plot of this kind may be
of help in deciding what type of relationship to try to fit to experimental data
points when these are plotted an a log-log graph. A corresponding plot of these
families of curves could be constructed on semi-log paper, with E as the log
coordinate; in that case the equations of type (_) would, of course, plot as
straight lines.
6.2 A number of problems arise when one attempts to establish an equation of one
of these types for experimental data, either by plotting the data points on log
or semi-log paper, or directly by numerical methods.
One of the problems is that much of the data are obtained at velocities not
very much greater than the critical velocity (seldom at more than V/V c = 2).
Therefore one is probably examining that portion of the curve in which the
"transition" is taking place or in which, even in a log-log plot, the curvature
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is greatest. This has the consequence that small errors in the data points, or
small differences in the manner in which a smooth curve is "fitted" to them, will
have a large effect on the values of the exponent n and the critical velocity
deduced therefrom.
This difficulty is compounded by the facts that the scatter in erosion data
is inevitably fairly great, that in many of the test series no more than three
velocities have been investigated, and that the ratio of the highest to the low-
est of these is often quite small--say about 1.5. This covers a very short span
of the velocity axis on log-log paper. In short, one faced with the problem
that:
(l) In the velocity range investigated the "true" relationship will not
appear as a straight line.
(2) There are too few data points and these cover too short a velocity
range to allow a curved line to be fitted with the necessary accuracy.
If one could test at much higher velocities, then in theory the influence of Vc
on the "apparent exponent"--i.e, the slope of the curve on a log-log plot--
would be reduced and a more accurate determination could be made of n. In prac-
tice, however, at velocities much above V/V c = 2 one gets into the region of
single-impact damage, whose velocity dependence may not be the same as that for
fatigue damage, and so one may well find oneself in another transition region.
_.3 Let us now look at some of the available data. One of the earliest compre-
hensive sets of test data at various velocities was given by Honegger 19.27
(Ref. V-3). His often quoted conclusion was that while the behavior of the
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various materials differs considerably, the rate of erosion "may be generally
expressed as" :
E CX_(V-125)2
where V is the impact velocity in m/sec. The above relationship was evidently
deduced from his Fig. V-7, on which was plotted the "specific loss in weight"
(weight loss per impact, hence a measure of erosion rate E) after 21_000 impacts,
versus velocity. This type of com_Lrison, as we have pointed out before, is not
valid. Also, the equation fita a "mean curve" drawn through the band of experi-
mental curves; but some individual curves suggest exponents that are much higher.
Thus, the curve for Specimen #26 is well described by E C_(V-II0) 3"3.
For a more valid basis of comparison, one should go back to the rate-time
curves which he presents for various materials and for the speeds of 175, 2_
and 225 m/sec. From these, one can, with some effort, deduce characteristic
erosion rates which fulfill the criteria specified in Section 1 of this report.
This has been done in a very approximate manner, and the results are plotted on
semi-log coordinates, in Fig. V-12. (Turn this plot 90 ° counter-clockwise and
it will be analogous to a fatigue S-N curve or to a velocity-erosion curve like
Fig. V-IO(b). ) Therefore straight lines have been drawn between the two higher
velocity points, and the lines tail off through the lower velocity point toward
some threshold velocity. Fig. V-13 depicts the same data plotted on log-log
coordinates, in the manner of Fig. V-f1. All the difficulties outlined in
Section &.2 will beset him who attempts to fit these to an empirical equation.
An interesting set of results on one material was reported by Brandenberger
& DeHaller 1%4 (Ref. V-2), who tested it at various combinations of specimen
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velocity (u) and Jet velocity (v). The "Jet velocity" in a wheel-and-Jet appara-
tus is of course in a direction perpendicular to the specimen velocity, and the
absolute impact velocity is given by w = Vu 2 + v2 . If the specimen were of
round cross-section, as in a number of similar investigations, then w would also
be the effective normal impact velocity. In this case, however, the specimens
were of rectangular shape, and thus the velocity w is inclined at an angle,
@ = tan -I (v/u), from the normal to the specimen surface. For a given value of
u, considerably different results were obtained for different values of v. The
authors claimed that these differences were far too great to be accounted for by
the resulting differences in the absolute velocity w.
They speculated that cavitation may have been induced by the flow geometry
but rejected this as a likely explanation because the location of the maximum
damage was not consistent with this. They finally concluded that the tangential
velocity v had some pronounced independent effect, not presently explainable, on
the erosion measured. I have introduced this conclusion at some length because
it has been quoted by subsequent authors, and because examination of the actual
data simply does not bear it out, as will be shown below.
Table V-I lists our best estimates of the mean erosion rates, for the weight
loss interval of 0.05 to 0.5 gin, from Figures V-A and 6 of Ref. V-(2). The
normal, tangential, and absolute velocities are also listed, as well as the angle
and the "corrected" erosion rates based on the two hypotheses for angle effect
discussed in Section 2 previously. Fig. V-l_(a) shows the data points plotted
versus the normal impact velocity u, with the "sec @" angle correction. Fig.
V-IA(b) shows the same data plotted versus the absolute velocity w, both without
2
and with the "cos 0" angle correction. The following observations can be made:
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(i)
v. A correction based on Pearson's assumption (E,@ = E,o
not suffice to bring them into line.
(2) When the data are plotted against the absolute velocity w, they fall
quite well into one curve. A correction based on the assumption
2
(Ew,@ = Ew, o cos @) changes the curve only slightly but appears to
result in a slightly worse rather than a better correlation.
These observations not only contradict the conclusion reached by the authors of
Ref. V-(2), but also seem to provide evidence contradicting the angle effect
theory proposed by Pearson (see Section 2). A possible conclusion to be drawn
from all of the observations taken together is, however, that there is no angle
effect at all--or not one of the commonly expected nature--as a result of the
Jet velocity. This is conceivable when one considers that the direction of the
tangential component of the impact velocity is also the direction in which the
impacting mass of liquid is of infinite length.
When plotted against u, there is a different curve for each value of
sec 9) did
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Table V-I
Erosion rate E for different specimen velocities u and Jet velocities v.
(From Br_denberger & DeHaller 1927)
v u w @ E E / E #
m/eec m/sec  /sec deg  /10°- impacts = E/secO = E/cos2 O
52 20 55.7 21 1.O5 .98 1.20
52 15 5_.2 16 .86 .83 O.93
52 I0 53. O Ii .67 .66 0.70
52 5 52.3 6 .6_ .6& 0.65
_2 20 _6.5 25 .32 .29 O.39
_2 15 _. 5 20 .26 .245 O.30
.... 36 9
_U , ._._ , .A..r..._r. • J.v_ v. _, ..
31 15 3_._ 26 .o?5 .067 0.o93
The Jet diameter was 6 _., and the target material low carbon
steel• )
The data points of Fig. V-IA(b) have also been plotted on semi-log coor-
dinates in Fig. V-15, in the manner of Figs. V-12 or V-IO(b). They fall remark-
ably well into a straight line, giving further support to the simple fatigue
model of velocity dependence represented by equations of type (&). It should
be pointed out, however, that the determination of the "best" values of E, from
the irregular slopes of the very mall graphs shown in Ref. V-(2), involved a
certain amount of Judgment and some extrapolation for the u = 31 data. In pre-
liminary attempts, with fewer pretensions to accuracy, the results were such as
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Figure V-15 The Data of Figure V-IA(b),
Plotted on Semi-log Paper
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to fit equations of types (2) or (3) better than type (_). In all cases, how-
ever, the general observations and conclusions previously stated apply.
The following equations have been fitted to the data of Ref. V-(2) during
these several attempts:
E O6 (V-20)3"5
2.6
E CC (V-25)
V _
0.126 V
E(X_e
E OCV 6
And yet these data are among the better in the literature, in that the velocity
range covered was almost 2:1 and there were 8 data points in that range. This,
again, demonstrates the (almost) futility of applying a purely empirical approach
and hoping to deduce therefrom some useful generalizations.
Another collection of data at different velocities is that in Westinghouse
internal reports by Hengstenberg in 1932 (Ref. V-_). A selection of curves
from these are reproduced as Figs. V-16(a)-(f). On each curve two erosion
levels, "A" and "B", have been indicated by dot-dashed lines. Since few of the
curves indicate a clear "second-stage" erosion, the average erosion rates from
the beginning to these erosion levels have been compared at the different
velocities. (Level A provides a comparison at all three velocities, level B
at two. ) These values have been plotted, and Joined by straight lines, on
rectangular coordinates in Fig. V-17. The manner in which these lines tend to
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Figure V-IV Erosion Hate Vs. Velocity From Ref. V-(k)
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curve suggests, once more, that an equation of type (_) is more likely to re-
present the effect of velocity, than one of types (I) through (3). The data are
too vague, however, to warrant any further careful analysis.
In all of the foregoing, little emphasis has been placed upon the "incuba-
tion period" or "first stage" of erosion, which may be defined as the duration
to the intercept of the "steady state" or second-stage erosion line when that
is extended to cross the zero-erosion axis. (In Fig. V-l(a) this would corres-
pond about to T = 1.5.) A proper understanding of the effect of velocity (and
the other variables discussed) must eventually predict their effect on the in-
cubation period as well as on the subsequent erosion rate. The simplified
fatigue model which led to equation (_) certainly also implies that the incuba-
tion period should be proportional, or analogous to, the number of cycles to
obtain fatigue failure. Some evidence supporting this has been given by
Ripken et al 1965 (Ref. V-16). Fig. V-(18) is taken from Ref. V-16 and shows
the erosion-time curves obtained. (In making comparisons, one should note
that the time scale is not a direct measure of exposure, since at higher veloc-
ities there are more impacts per unit time.) For one of the materials tested,
Ripken has plotted the number of impacts corresponding to the incubation period
as previously defined, against the impact stress assumed to be given by pCV,
and superimposed these points on a standard S-N fatigue curve for the same
material. His plot is reproduced as Fig. V-19, and one may see that the agree-
ment is encouraging despite the boldness of this direct comparison.
In the rate-time model proposed by Ref. V-(I), the incubation time would
be related to the difference between the mean impacts to failure and the stan-
dard deviation of this quantity. In other words, the greater the "scatter" in
life-times, the sooner will erosion begin.
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5. An energy threshold hypothesis for drop size and velocity dependence
The following will describe a tentative hypothesis relating erosion to an
energy intensity concept. While no vigorous Justification for such an approach
is known to me, there are a number of Justifications for attempting it:
(i) It has previously been proposed that strain energy to fracture is a
good criterion of the cavitation erosion resistance of a material,
and that the rate of material removal is proportional to the energy
available in the collapsing bubbles, divided by this strain energy
per unit volume. (Thirnvengadam, Refs. V-12, 17, 18.) This approach
has not proved whol_ successful, and in seine respects the present
approach may be tRoUt of as a modification of it.
(2) In seeking a possible explanatien for the drop size effect, we noted
that the inpact energy per unit Area (which we now shall call "impact
energy intensity") is one of the properties which decrease proportion-
alI_ to drop diameter, when a given volume of liquid is more finely
subdivided.
(3) In fatigue failure under wulti-axial loading, it has been found that
the maximum shear energy criterion predicts failure better than the
shear stress criterion. In uniaxial fatigue it was found
that size effects of notches could be explained by postulating that
for failure to occur, the endurance limit had to be exceeded over a
finite distance; note that stress times distance has the same dimen-
sions as energy per unit area. (Peterson, Ref. V-13. )
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The hypothesis here presented results in a number of conclusions which are at
least qualitatively in accord with experience. Thus, even if it does not serve
to correlate experimental results with satisfying accuracy, it may stimulate the
thinking which could lead to a better hypothesis.
When erosion takes place by a fatigue mechanism, it takes many impacts to
produce one erosion fragment. Nevertheless, under steady-state conditions one
may talk about the volume of material removed per impact, or associated with
each impact. The basic stateaent of our hypothesis is that the volume of ma-
terial removed per unit area per impact, is proportional to (or a function of)
the impact energy per unit area in excess of some energy threshold per unit
area characteristic of the material surface. Assuming at this stage a propor-
tionality, we can express this in the following form:
w = k (e - •o) A (i)
where w = volume of material removed per impact
k = a constant of proportionality
• = impact energy per unit area
• = threshold energy per unit area of surface
O
A = the effective area of impact
Dimensional reasoning shows that the constant k must have the reciprocal dimen-
sion of stress. Thus we can rewrite the equation as follows:
w = kl (e - So) A (2)
S
0
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1_ere
so = s_ne characteristic stress or strength
= a non-dimensional constant
This gives rise to the first interesting conclusion, namely that the erosion
depends both on an enerly nroDerty (So) and a strenKth _rooerty (So) of the ma-
terial. This is in accord with the general experience that erosion resistance
is dependent on a combination of hardness and ductility.
More specifically, Hammitt st al 196A (Refs. V-19, V-20) have found that
mathematical correlation of cavitation erosion test results with material pro-
perties required that at least one property of the strength or hardness type,
and one of the strain energy or ductility type, be included in the correlation
equation.
Returning to the quantities in equation _'_j, we _-- -_"-_--.-,,_, say t,_t the
impact energy is:
2
• --mV/2A (3)
where m = effective mass of drop
and V =impact velocity
Also, we can say:
A=aD 2
and m = b _L D3
where _L = density of liquid
D = characteristic dimension of drop
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a, b = geometric functions of drop shape
With (_) and (5), equation (3) becomes:
b PLDV 2
• - 2a (6)
Now consider a given total volume of liquid, Q, subdivided into N drops of
characteristic dimension D. Then
N - Q (7)
3
cD
where c = a geometric function relating total volume of a drop to D3.
The total volume of material lost, W, is given by:
w=_,,, (_)
The rationalized erosion rate, E, during steady-state erosion is defined by:
W
E = Q
and, with (8) and (7), this becomes:
E = __w (9)
3
cD
With the substitution of equations (2), (_) and (6), this becomes:
kl a( b2a pL D V2 - e°)
E =
c SoD
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which can conveniently be rearranged into non-dimensional terms as follows:
E =M1 k2 "s I- e° (i0)
where = b/c = ratio of "effective" volume to total volume of drop.
= b/a = ratio of "effective volume" to "effective impact area"
times drop dimension.
Let us examine some of the consequences of equation (i0):
It is, as far as velocity dependence is coneerned, of the 3rd "type" men-
tioned in Section A of this report. Specifical_ it is of the form:
E=a -b or=a I-
L lj
V2Thus, at high values of V, it approaches the relation E = a , and, as V
drops down toward Vc, the apparent exponent (or slope on a log-log plot) in-
creases until at V = Vc that exponent is infinite and E = O. This general ten-
dency is in conformance with experience, but so it had to be because this is
simply a consequence of assuming some threshold mechani,m--here a threshold
energy rather than a threshold velocity. The specific consequence that the
erosion rate should tend toward a velocity-squared dependence at high velocities,
is unfortunately not supported by most oft he available experimental data.
If, however, the quantity k1 in eq. (I0) is taken to denote nots numerical
constant of same presently unknown magnitude, but rather a functional relation-
ship between E and the remainder of the right hand side of the equation (which
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possibility was mentioned at the beginning), then the velocity dependence can be
altered although the threshold condition is not necessarily changed.
Horeover, the "constants" k2 and k3 are not necessarily merely functions
of the drop geometry, but may well be functions of the ratio V/C (where C =
shock wave velocity in the drop) since that will affect the behavior of the drop
on impact. Another way of stating this whole problem is that we do not really
know (and certainly cannot predict from the present analysis) Just what propor-
tion of the kinetic energy of the impinging drop is transferred to the target
material and how much is directly transferred into the radial flow energy of
the drop after impact, and into heat.
The effect of drop diameter D is qualitatively in agreement with experience.
An increase of D will result in an increase of E; this effect, however, is most
pronounced at low values of V and D (near the threshold condition) and tends to
disappear at high values of V and D when the expression in the right-most bracket
of eq. (I0) tends to unity. This, incidentally, is very much like the conclu-
sion reached by DeCorso 1964 (Ref. V-21) in evaluating the results of his single-
impact experiments.
For any __ven velocity, the relationship between erosion rate and drop
size is of the form:
E (1-Do)
D
where Dc is the "critical" drop size corresponding to that velocity. Thus, for
a critical drop size ratio D_c --2, the erosion rate is one half of that for
an "infinite" drop size, and for D/D c --IQ it is nine-tenths of this ultimate
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erosion rate. Since at high velocities the critical drop size (as determined
by the threshold condition) is very small, the actual values of D/D c are likely
to be large and the drop size effect s_all.
The threshold condition is that in which the right-most bracket in eq. (10)
vanishes, or by:
1 ply2k3- D=e e
Only if the left hand side exceeds the value eo will erosion take place. In
terms of critical values of V and D, we can say:
IV2 D]CR =2 eo/ k3 _L (ii)
An experimental curve relating critical velocity to drop diameter has been pre-
viously referred to (Fig. V-9). A relation of the form V2 D = constant, as
postulated by eq. (II), has been superimposed as a dotted line in Fig. V-9, and
corresponds very closely to the experimental curve.
One question which must be answered, if this hypothesis is to be of value,
is whether there really exists a threshold energy intensity e which is a char-
o
acteristic of the target material surface, as has been intuitively postulated
in the above. While the abovementioned agreement between the predicted and
observed (in one instance) threshold conditions is a piece of favorable evidence,
it would be desirable te have some physical concept of it or some independent
analytical approach to it. At this point we are at present stumped. A first
conjecture was that • should be represented by the elastic strain energy which
O
can be stored in the surface before the yield point (or endurance limit) is
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exceeded. It turns out, however, that for a semi-infiaite solid subjected to
a surface stress on a small area, this energy is proportional to the 3/2 power
of the area: in other words, the strain energy per unit area thus computed is
itself proportional to the characteristic dimension of the stressed area, and
if this were taken to represent e_ then the size effect would be cancelled out.
Some more sophisticated concept must therefore be sought to provide an indepen-
dent Justification of the existence of •o.
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6. Conclusions
This report has described a study of some of the available analytic and
experimental information in the impingement erosion literature, with a view to
deducing from it laws or empirical relationships which would describe the influ-
ence of the impingement conditions--in particular of the droplet size, impact
velocity and direction--on the erosion-time history to be expected. An attempt
has been made to define a rational approach toward this objective and to clarify
some of the problems which are involved and the considerations which must be
borne in mind. The overall conclusion reached is that the literature up to the
present does not contain data of sufficient quantity and quality to permit the
making of the desired deductions. Neither the conduct of the experiments, nor
the interpretations given to their results by the authors, have in many instances
reflected adequate thought or understanding. This comment refers, in the main,
to investigations which had been carried out in the 1920's through the 19_O's.
A new generation of impingement erosion researches is now burgeoning, and when
these are published, the situation will, hopefully, be somewhat different.
Some of these have already been reported at meetings, and all will be
available in published or preprinted form during the course of 1966 (Refs.
V-22 - 24). Consequently therewould seem to be little profit in exhaustive
efforts at squeezing further information out of the old data, though the possi-
bility that some valuable existing source may have been overlooked, must be
conceded.
There is a considerable body of data and theory relating to single-impact
tests, notably the work of Engel (e.g. Ref. V-25), Jenkins, Bowden and his
group (e.g. Refs. V-IO, V-15), and DeCorso (e.g. Ref. V-21). These have not
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been made use of, at this time, to help develop the desired relationships, for
several reasons: The damage measurement obtained in such tests is usually pit
depth, or at best pit volume, neither of which is a true indication of material
actually removed since a good deal of plastic deformation is taking place.
Moreover, it would be dangerous to apply laws found from such tests to condi-
tions in which fatigue-type erosion is predominant. Finally, it is the latter
which holds our main interest, since in any practical turbine one certainly
cannot afford to operate under conditions where single-impact damage is predom-
inant.
Eventually, one hopes for an understanding which would encompass the whole
spectrum from fatigue-type erosion to hypervelocity impact. But for the time
being we are restricting our damage correlation attempts to repeated-impact
test data, while making use of single-impact research for the knowledge it has
provided of the impact hydrodynamics.
Some of the soon-to-be published information has been alluded to, from pre-
liminary reports, abstracts, or private communications. Among these is the
formulation developed by Pearson of the British Central Electricity Generating
Board. This, somewhat paraphrased, states that, at least within certain ranges
of the independent parameters, the rationalized erosion rate during the steady-
state stage is approximately proportional to the drop size; is proportional to
some power of the difference between the normal component of the impact velocity
and a critical velocity; and this is multiplied by the secant of the angle
between the actual impact direction and normal. This formulation, in effect,
is a statement of laws such as we set out to deduce. Those data which we have
examined did not, however, seem to support this formulation in preference to
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some others. But these data, as previously suggested, are rather scant, and it
may well be that when Pearson's results themselves are available, it will be
found that the evidence in favor of his formulation outweighs that against it.
An intuitively-based hypothesis has been presented in Section 5 of this
report, whose obJec% was to explain the drop-size effect and which by implica-
tion also predicts a velocity dependence. The latter prediction does not agree
well with observation, but the predictions concerning drop size effects seem
to be reasonable. The hypothesis and its derivation is presented in the main
as a stimulus to further thought.
The available data on the relation between impact velocity and erosion rate
appears to be best explainable on the basis of a simplified analogy to the rela-
tion between stress and fatigue life. (Strictly speaking, erosion rate is
analogous to the reciprocal of fatigue life. ) This is consistent with the now
generally accepted view, supported by metallographic evidence, that erosion at
moderate velocities takes place as a result of intercrystalline fatigue failures.
At higher velocities, material removal associated with individual impacts
("gouging") will also take place, and the laws concerning velocity, size and
angle effects may change in that domain.
The view that erosion is a form of fatigue leads directly to a number of
corollarie s:
(i) There is little likelihood of finding one specific independently
measurable material property which will predict erosion resistance,
since none has been found to predict fatigue strength uniquely, and
far more research has been done on fatigue than on erosion.
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(2) In fatigue, the relation between stress and endurance is determined
by test for each material, and is not expressible in simple analytical
form. Similarly, the relation between impact velocity and erosion
very likely does not follow any universal law but must be established,
perhaps in graphical form, for each material.
(3) In erosion, as in fatigue, the condition of the surface is likely to
be of considerable importance.
(A) Although erosion is the result of many failures, and some of the sta-
tistical scatter found in fatigue data may well average out in an
erosion test, yet to obtain valid results (or results with calculable
confidence limits) many more data points must be taken and many more
replications must be run than has been customary to date. Related to
this is the need, often emphasized in this report, to establish accu-
rately the erosion versus exposure curve, and to carry out all tests
to the same degree of cumulative erosion damage if one wants to draw
any quantitative comparisons from them.
A final plea or suggestion to those generating erosion test data is that
with the results they should give all the pertinent information--material iden-
tification and preparation, physical and mechanical properties; surface prepara-
tion; size and shape of specimen; area exposed to erosion; amount of water im-
pinging and if possible the drop size or drop size distribution, impact velocity
etc.--which are necessary for computing the "rationalized" erosion and duration
parameters and making meaningful correlations between these and the impingement
and material parameters.
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